11 March 2016

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE
A meeting of the Development Control Committee will be held on TUESDAY, 22
MARCH 2016 in the Council Chamber, Ebley Mill, Ebley Wharf, Stroud at 10:00.

David Hagg
Chief Executive
Please Note:
This meeting will be filmed for live or subsequent broadcast via the Council’s
i
internet site (www.stroud.gov.uk
www.stroud.gov.uk).
). By entering the Council Chamber you are
consenting to being filmed. The whole of the meeting will be filmed except where
there are confidential or exempt items, which may need to be considered in the
t
absence of the press and public.
public
ii

The
he procedure for public speaking which applies to Development Control
Committees is set out on the page immediately preceding the Planning Schedule.
AGENDA

1

APOLOGIES
To receive apologies of absence.

2

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
INTE
To receive declarations of interest.

3.

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL - PLANNING SCHEDULE
(NOTE: For access to information purposes the background papers for the
applications listed on the above schedule are the application itself and
subsequent papers as listed in the relevant file.

3.1

LAND AT COLETHROP FARM,
FARM, BATH ROAD, HARDWICKE,
HARDW
GLOS S.15/1498/VAR
Variation of conditions including renewals.

Members of Development Control Committee
Councillor Stephen Moore (Chair)
Councillor John Marjoram (Vice-Chair)
(Vice
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Councillor Paul Hemming
Councillor Haydn Jones

Councillor Dave Mossman
Councillor Steve Robinson
Councillor Emma Sims
Councillor Tom Williams

Councillor Liz Ashton
Councillor Dorcas Binns
Councillor Rowland Blackwell
Councillor Nigel Cooper
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Development Control Committee

Agenda Published: 11 March 2016

Stroud District Council
Planning Schedule
22 March 2016

In cases where a Site Inspection has taken place, this is because Members felt they
would be better informed to make a decision on the application at the next
Committee. Accordingly the view expressed by the Site Panel is a factor to be taken
into consideration on the application and a final decision is only made after Members
have fully debated the issues arising.
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE
Procedure for Public Speaking
The Council have agreed to introduce public speaking at meetings of the
Development Control Committee.
Public speaking is only permitted on those items contained within the schedule of
applications. It is not permitted on any other items on the Agenda. The purpose of
public speaking is to emphasise comments and evidence already submitted through
the planning system. Speakers should refrain from bringing photographs or other
documents as it is not an opportunity to introduce new evidence.
The Chair will ask for those wishing to speak to identify themselves by name at the
beginning of proceedings. There are four available slots for each schedule item:Ward Councillor(s)
Town or Parish representative
Spokesperson against the scheme and
Spokesperson for the scheme.
Each slot (with the exception of Ward Councillors who are covered by the Council’s
Constitution) will not exceed 3 minutes in duration. If there is more than one person
who wishes to speak in the same slot, they will need either to appoint a
spokesperson to speak for all, or share the slot equally. Speakers should restrict
their statement to issues already in the public arena. Please note that statements will
be recorded and broadcast over the internet as part of the Councils webcasting of its
meetings; they may also be used for subsequent proceedings such as an appeal.
Names may be recorded in the Committee Minutes.
The order for each item on the schedule is
1. Introduction of item by the Chair
2. Brief update by the planning officer.
3. Public Speaking
a. Ward Member(s)
b. Parish Council
c. Those who oppose
d. Those who support
4. Member questions of officers
5. Motion
6. Debate
7. Vote

A copy of the Scheme for Public Speaking at Development Control Committee
meetings is available at the meeting.
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Parish

Application

Item

Haresfield Parish
Council

Land At Colethrop Farm, Bath Road, Hardwicke.
S.15/1498/VAR - Variation of Conditions - 1, 2, 5, 6,
9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30,
31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 49, 51,
52, 53, 55 - From S.09/1692/VAR

01

Link to
website

http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.
15/1498/VAR
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Item No:

01

Application No.
Site No.
Site Address

S.15/1498/VAR
PP-04104699
Land At Colethrop Farm, Bath Road, Hardwicke, Gloucestershire

Town/Parish

Haresfield Parish Council

Grid Reference

380402,211349

Application
Type
Proposal

Variation of Condition Inc Renewals

Applicant’s
Details

Crest Nicholson Operations Ltd
C/o Agent , G L Hearn

Agent’s Details

GL Hearn

Variation of Conditions - 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 24,
25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 49, 51, 52,
53, 55 - From S.09/1692/VAR
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Case Officer
Application
Validated

Queen Square House, 18-21 Queen Square, Bristol, BS1 4NH
John Longmuir
23.06.2015

RECOMMENDATION
Recommended
Decision
Subject to the
following
conditions:

Resolve to Grant Permission

CONSULTEES
Comments
Received

Karen Colbourn
Natural England (E)
Mr David Lesser
Development Coordination Revised Details (E)
Archaeology Dept (E)
Mr David Lesser
Environmental Health (E)
GCC Community Infrastructure Contributions
Highways England
Hardwicke Parish Council
Archaeology Dept (E)
Development Coordination (E)
Flood Resilience Land Drainage
Public Rights Of Way Officer
Councillor Cornell
Contaminated Land Officer (E)
The Environment Agency (E)
Parish / Town

Not Yet
Received

Public Open Space (E)
Gloucester City Council

CONTRIBUTORS
Letters of
Objection

A Dearlove, 21 Hawthorn Close, Hardwicke
S Parker, 44 Hawthorn CLose, Hardwicke
E Dearlove, 5 Longland Gardens, Longlevens
G Robinson, 42 Hawthorn Close, Hardwicke
C & V Hodges, 58 Lime Tree Avenue, Hardwicke
N Robinson, 42 Hawthorne Close, Hardwick
P Edwards, 21, Hawthorn Close
S Bellerby, 40 Hawthorn Close, Hardwicke
A Smith, 46 Hawthorn Close, Hardwicke
M Potente, 35 Central Road, Gloucester
T Dearlove, 5 Longland Gardens, Longlevens
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Letters of
Support

H Xue, 9 Shorn House, Hunts Grove Drive

Letters of
Comment

OFFICER’S REPORT
UPDATE FOR 22nd MARCH DCC
This application was deferred from the DCC meeting on the 8th March to give more
detailed consideration of the viability of the scheme.
Given the commercial sensitivity concerning the detail of the viability work, it will be
necessary to exclude members of the public from this element of the discussion.
Officers will go through a summary of the District Valuer’s report. This report shows the
cost of constructing the houses, the cost and value of the land, and provides the
breakdown of the unusual infrastructure costs here. It also looks at sales values at
Hunts Grove and the surrounding area. It describes normal profit requirements and
those expected here. The impact of affordable housing and other contributions is also
in the equation. Such financial matters must remain confidential. The applicant’s agent
is prepared to answer member’s questions regarding the finical profile of the
development.
The District Valuer Service is a Government agency working exclusively for the public
sector. They routinely undertake development viability work and have considerable
expertise. Consequently their conclusions are both independent and reliable. They
provided valuation assessments at Littlecombe (September DCC) and Wimberely Mills
(January DCC), and made recommendations on affordable housing, as neither scheme
could not meet 30% contributions.
The District Valuer’s report considers that the Hunts Grove scheme is only marginally
viable. The NPPF and the NPPG require consideration of planning obligations to
support viability and allow “deliverability” of schemes. The critical decision here is how
to divide the very limited amount of money available for planning obligations. The
District Valuer has allowed a total of £3,887,336 for contributions, but this does not
include highway matters.
The scheme has provided 75 affordable houses to date. However more affordable
housing can only be provided at the expense of other contributions.
The CIL regulations refer to planning obligations to mitigate the impact of development.
What will have the most impact?
The 8th March officer report suggests that money for the Travel Plan monies could be
re-directed
to affordable housing. The Travel Plan is essentially the promotion of
residents’ use of sustainable travel methods. Whilst this is desirable in terms of
sustainability and traffic congestion, it is arguably less of a priority. This is would give
£287,500 which would give at least a few dwellings; however the economics of
affordable housing provision are challenging as each affordable home represents a cost
to the developer.
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The County Council have requested £3,887,376 for secondary school provision. This is
based on the estimated number of children from Hunts Grove and the intake of existing
schools. A school place costs £17,832 on average to provide. The money would be
used to expand existing facilities within the 3 mile catchment area. It is based on widely
used formula although cannot be an exact calculation.
The 8th March officer report also suggests that rather than give County Council their full
request of the secondary school provision, a small amount is redirected to affordable
housing. £3,664,376 would be given to the County Council and that achieves a
£500,000 value for affordable housing. However this should not be considered lightly
because it is potentially prejudicing education provision. Schools will be at capacity at
the next phase of Hunts Grove and a population bulge is looming towards secondary
school age.
Other Section 106 monies are identified for bus travel, open space and highways works
(the Cross Keys roundabout near the site and the Cole Avenue junction on the south
side of Gloucester). The open space is extensive here and critical to the character of the
new village. £1.9 million is needed to support the management agreement without
which the open space would not be maintained. The recreational value and appearance
of the open space needs to be protected.
The works to the Cross Keys roundabout are close to the access point and are likely to
be directly by this proposal. Consequently they are felt to be fully justified. There is also
£125,000 towards widening of the South West Bypass around Gloucester, which is
another bottleneck. Arguably Hunts Grove traffic will be a very limited component and
confirmation of its necessity is being sought.
Cole Avenue is currently problematic and some traffic will be generated northwards by
this proposal. There is a need to improve its capacity and provide for bus priority
measures. This £177,625 contribution would be pooled with others towards an
improvement scheme. This pooling includes the 2015 Local Plan allocation for the 750
extension. Officers have contacted the County Council to question the absolute
necessity for this contribution and also its timing. It may well be that as contributions are
needed from the 750, these works are not imminent and the situation could be revisited.
An update will be given at the meeting.
Questions could also be asked over the £1.2 million bus contribution. However the
money will help divert services into Hunts Grove and support existing links. This type of
pump priming of bus services has a good history of success. Hunts Grove has always
been promoted as a sustainable development and this provision goes to the heart of
that concept. Accordingly it is not recommended to re-direct such funds.
The primary school was due at 300 dwellings. It is clearly needed and should be
considered essential. Indeed a decision is needed to allow for the road/services to be
provided so that school construction can start in the hope of opening for September
2017.
There is need to maximise the amount of affordable homes from the remaining Section
106 funds. Whilst the design should never look cheap or stigmatised, there is scope to
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economise without prejudicing the design. Indeed the development has been subject to
extensive design work since its conception in 2002. A design strategy has been
approved.
Terraces are the least expensive form of construction and featured in the agreed design
strategy. Render too should be cheaper than brick and there is no necessity for
chimneys. Porches could be very simple. 2 bedroom houses will meet the greatest need
and work well within an economic footprint. Crest have been asked to provide a cost
per affordable dwelling based on this design.
CONCLUSION ON VIABILITY
If Travel Plan is redirected to affordable housing, and some of the secondary school
funding is also re-directed, £500,000 would result. If the Cole Avenue funding was also
similarly used for affordable housing, this would increase to £677,625. The number of
affordable dwellings resulting can be quantified at the meeting.
OTHER MATTERS FROM 8th MARCH DCC
Concern was raised about the M5 noise and the EHO has been asked to confirm the
situation now that the noise bund is in place.
An informative was recommended emphasising the sustainability checklist in Local Plan
Policy ES1.
The cap on the community centre cost should be linked to inflation.
The trigger points for the doctors surgery and the foodstore are too short and should
extend beyond the 1750 completion. Similarly the default position in the event of no
interest should be open/public space.
The report to the 8th March DCC meeting follows.
DCC 8th MARCH
PLANNING HISTORY
S. 06/1429/OUT: Development of approximately 106ha of land at Colethrop Farm
Hardwicke, for 1,750 dwellings, a neighbourhood centre (including primary school,
parking, floorspace within use classes A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, C2, C3, D1, D2 and B1),
5.75ha employment development within use classes B1, B2 and B8, recreational open
space, sports/play facilities, allotments, pumping station, new accesses into Waterwells,
remodelling of land for junction 12 improvements, noise bund and fencing along M5,
diversion of footpath EH9, demolition of Colethrop Farm, on/off site infrastructure.
Permitted 12-9-07.
The site was allocated in the 2005 Local Plan (Policy MU1) for 1750 houses and 5.75ha
employment land. The planning application was subject to a call in inquiry due to
objections from Gloucester City Council due to the perceived threat against
redevelopment prospects for the Railway Triangle and other city centre sites. As a result
the Secretary of State imposed phasing conditions: no more than 500 houses to be
occupied at 30/6/11 and thereafter no more than 200/year up to 30/6/16. Conditions
also limited the retail floor space to 2050sqm, of which food is limited to 1115sqm and
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no other unit greater than 200sqm. The development had two accesses, a new one off
the A38 and the other joining using an existing route through Waterwells.
S.09/1692/VAR: Variation of conditions 13, 20, 32, 33, 34, 39, 51 & 52 of permission
S.06/1429/OUT to allow alternative phasing of the development to facilitate
commencement of development without constructing the A38 junction. Permitted 19-110.
The above application made some minor changes to some conditions and revisions at
the school site boundaries. However it’s main aim was to postpone the trigger point for
the construction of the A38 access. Condition 39 was varied to allow 351 houses to be
occupied using the Waterwells access. Effectively construction work would be northsouth rather than west-east. The officer report notes:
“The proposed changes seek to bring forward the development in a different order of
phasing. This would delay some of the high up-front development costs to later phases
and enable development to commence. In particular, the costs associated with the
provision of the access from the A38, which involves significant engineering works, in
advance of developing the site are prohibitive taking into account the current economic
climate and housing market”.
S.09/2273/REM for 350 dwellings. Permitted 15-2-10.
S.14/1552/REM for 50 dwellings. Permitted 8-12-14.
Approximately 340 dwellings have now been built, using the Waterwells access.
THE PROPOSAL
The application seeks changes to the master plan, planning obligations, and conditions.
These changes are due to challenging economics, circumstances and updating.
The current planning application does not change the following from the original
permission:
The red line application site boundary.
The number of proposed houses.
The types /use classes, and the amount of retail, commercial and employment
Main strategic open spaces.
The amount of sport/recreation facilities.
Changes proposed in this current planning application:
The relocation of the neighbourhood centre from the centre of the site to the vicinity of
the A38. Some residential development would be correspondingly relocated.
Instead of having a separate pavilion to sports pitches, this would be incorporated into a
relocated and enlarged community centre.
The relocation of a small car park from northern end of allotments to the south east
corner of allotments.
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The primary school, whilst being the same size, would be repositioned 100m further
south east. It would be built by Crest rather than just financed by them.
The use and incorporation of Haresfield Lane into the development and its widening.
Delay the phasing of the new A38 junction and Cross Key improvement works. The
original agreement seeks provision at 350 dwellings.
The maximum building heights would be reduced from 15m to 12.5m.
There are minor density changes to the density spread.
Changes to play areas location and distribution.
Changes to type and detailing of the sports pitches to cater for specific sports.
RELEVANT POLICIES
2015 Local Pan was adopted in November 2015. The following are particular relevant
policies.
CP1 “Presumption in favour of sustainable development”
CP2 “Strategic growth and development locations”. This allocates a further 750
dwellings in an extension to Hunts Grove.
CP3 “Settlement hierarchy” . This identifies Hunts Grove as a second tier.
CP4 “Place Making”. This highlights the need for quality urban design and includes
objectives.
CP5
“Environmental development principles for strategic sites”. Emphasises
townscape, accessibility, sustainability credentials.
CP6 “Infrastructure and developer contributions”. This emphasises the need to get
infrastructure and services into new developments.
SA4Hunts Grove Extension: The new community comprises the committed Hunts
Grove development area (1750 dwellings are supporting infrastructure and the Hunts
Grove extension, on land to the south of Haresfield Lane, which will deliver an additional
750 dwellings, including 225 affordable (unless viability testing indicates otherwise)”.
The development proposals for the Hunts Grove extension should be accompanied by a
comprehensive Master Plan, to be approved by the Local Planning Authority, which
demonstrates how the additional development will be integrated into Hunts Grove new
community and how the following components will be delivered to ensure that the new
community is delivered in a cohesive and sustainable manner: local centre for day to
day needs, primary school, accessible green space/outdoor space with changing
facilities, structural landscaping buffers along the southern and western boundaries,
SUDS, consideration for flood storage, cycle and pedestrian routes, primary access off
the A38 with a secondary of Waterwells, access arrangements to promote sustainability,
bus stops/shelters, contribution to bus to improve frequencies and safeguarding land for
a potential railway station”.
SO1: “Accessible communities”: requires affordable housing provision, healthcare,
social /leisure/recreational opportunities and youth/adult learning.
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CP7 “Lifetime communities”: Highlights the needs of an ageing population, as well as
children and families as those with special needs.
CP8 “New housing development”. This requires appropriate density, accessibility by
bus, cycling and walking, layout including access and parking appropriate to the site
and the surroundings.
CP9 “Affordable housing”, requires 30% where viable. The Policy states the Council will
negotiate the tenure, size and type of affordable units on a site by site basis having
regard to housing needs, site specifics and other factors.
EI 14 “Provision and protection of rail stations and halts”. This promotes a halt/ station
at Hunts Grove.
EI 16 “Provision of public transport facilities”. Layouts should promote bus use and
provision of associated facilities.
SO5 “Climate change and environmental limits”. This promotes sustainability.
CP14 “High Quality Sustainable Development”. This promotes SUDS, use of site
opportunities, protection of biodiversity and avoidance of pollution.
ES1 “Sustainable Construction and Design”. This encourages energy efficiency, waste
minimisation and conserving water resources.
ES3 “Maintaining quality of life within our Environmental Limits”. Development should
not impair health and amenity, create flooding, jeopardise highway safety.
ES4 “Water resources, quality and flood risk”. This provides ecological flood storage,
respect for watercourse corridors and use of SUDS.
ES5 “Air Quality”. This protects amenity through highway management, site layout and
tree planting.
ES6 “Providing for biodiversity and geodiversity”. This highlights the needs of protected
species and their habitat, SSSI and key wildlife sites. It also promotes biodiversity.
ES7 “Landscape Character”. This highlights the AONB and its setting, as well as other
landscape types. Materials, scale and use need to be sympathetic. Natural features
such as trees, hedgerows, water courses should be retained.
ES8 “Trees, hedgerows and woodlands”. Development should not jeopardise protected
trees or hedgerows.
ES10 “Valuing our historic environment and assets”. This protects heritage assets
including archaeology as well as their settings.
ES12. “Better Design of Places”. This looks at the various components of quality design.
ES14 “Provision of semi-natural and natural green space within new residential
development”. Development should provide at least 2ha of accessible natural green
space per 1,000 population. No person should be more than 300m away from a natural
green space.
ES15 “Provision of outdoor play space”. 2.4ha is required per 1000 population.
ES16 “Public Art Contributions”. This seeks provision if viable.
NPPF
Whilst much of the document is relevant, the following paragraphs are particularly so:
14. Presumption in favour of sustainable development.
17. Plan led system. Support economic development, high quality design, flood risk,
ecology landscape, promotion of walking, cycling and health.
29-38. Promotion of sustainable transport. Reduce the need to travel. Promotion of
walking, cycling. Use of Travel Plans. Consider location of homes/jobs/facilities. Layout
to avoid conflict with non car users.
47 Promotion of supply of housing. 5 year supply of deliverable sites +5% buffer.
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49 Housing policies are out of date in absence of 5 year supply.
50 Wide choice of quality homes by size, tenure, type, including affordable, mixed
communities.
52 Large sites, new settlements, can effectively deliver the supply of houses.
56-64. Design: Great importance, key aspect of sustainable development, inclusive
design, need for a sense of place, respond to local character, accessible and safe
environments, good architecture required and appropriate landscaping, use of design
codes, reinforce local distinctiveness, integration with natural environment. There is
scope for innovation.
69-75 Promotion of health and social well being, inclusive communities, create
opportunities for social contact, need for safe and accessible environments, high quality
public space, pedestrian environments, active street frontages, provision of shared
space, provision of local shops, sports facilities, pubs, local schools, need for choice of
school places, integration between location of housing, economic uses and community
facilities/services. “High quality open spaces...... can make an important contribution to
the health and well being of the community”.
93-96 Planning can reduce CO2, promotion of energy efficiency, locate development to
reduce travel.
99-104 New development should respect risks of climate change, avoidance of areas of
flooding, use of sequential flood risk, seek opportunities to do preventive flood works,
development should avoid causing problems elsewhere, locate development in low risk
areas, use of risk assessments to analyse potential problems.
109-118. Protection for valued landscape and soil, wide benefits of ecosystems,
promote biodiversity , avoid noise, water or air pollution, consider the quality of
agricultural land, respect for wildlife designations, creation of green infrastructure,
great weight given to the AONB, biodiversity planning at large scale, use of wildlife
corridor and stepping stones, priority habitat protections, consider mitigation of wildlife
impact, consider impact on nearby SSSIs, consider importance of ancient woodland or
other important habitat.
123 Consideration on noise impact.
126-132 Highlight the importance of heritage assets.
135 Respect for non designated heritage assets.
203-206 Reviewing planning conditions and obligations. Consider changing context,
market conditions, prevent development being stalled.
Section 106 of the 1990 Town and Country Planning Act covers planning obligations.
Section 106Ahas been subsequently added giving the ability to submit application to
vary, whilst Section 106B gives the ability to appeal an adverse decision
The National Planning Practice Guidance has the following advice on planning
obligations:
PARA 001
Planning obligations assist in mitigating the impact of unacceptable development to
make it acceptable in planning terms. Planning obligations may only constitute a reason
for granting planning permission if they meet the tests that they are necessary to make
the development acceptable in planning terms, directly related to the development, and
fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind. These tests are set out as statutory tests
in the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 and as policy tests in the
National Planning Policy Framework.
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PARA002
Local authorities should ensure that the combined total impact of such requests does
not threaten the viability of the sites and scale of development identified in the
development plan.
PARA 009
In addition, Section 106BA of the 1990 Act (inserted by the Growth and Infrastructure
Act 2013) allows applications to be made to modify the affordable housing requirements
of any Section 106 agreement regardless of when it was signed. This review must be
based on economic viability and cannot take into account other aspects of the planning
consent.
CONSULTATIONS
11 Objections: Impact on hedgerows, increase in light pollution, increase in noise
pollution, insufficient information on relationship with road and hedge, changes to road
layout with lead to disruption, bus route does not follow highest density, bus route will
be disturbing to residents, children’s safety will be jeopardised, road noise is contrary to
Human Rights Act, A38 junction will remove trees, relocation of the village centre will
change its character and focus of Hunts Grove, question the delivery of doctors,
question the delivery of pub/restaurant.
1 Support. Welcome delivery of the primary school.
Hardwicke Parish Council: No objection
Haresfield Parish Council: No objection
County Highways: No objection subject to conditions and Section 106 contributions.
Highways England: No objection
SDC EHO: No objections
SDC Water Resources: No objections
SDC Consultant Ecologist: No objection subject to conditions.
GCC Archaeologist: No objection
GCC Education: Need for primary school to be constructed asap, secondary school
contribution required. Full response in appendix to attached to the papers.
GCC PROW: Applicant must ensure that rights of way are not affected. Temporary
closure should be sought during some construction to protect the public.
Environment Agency: No objection.
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
VIABILITY
This development has had unusually high infrastructure costs. To safeguard residential
amenity a noise bund was required along the M5 frontage which is approximately 1.5km
long. The main site access will be a very complex junction off the A38. Traffic lights and
various spurs will be required. Off site highway improvement works are also required at
the Cross Keys roundabout and Cole Avenue junction. The site has required substantial
archaeological investigations. There are unusually large amounts of open space
(approximately 50% of the site area). The costs of landscaping and future maintenance
are also considerable. This is summarised:
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Site access infrastructure comprising the A38 signalised junction and Cross Keys
roundabout improvements (c.£7m);
Procurement and provision of a new 2FE primary school, including early years
accommodation (c.£6m);
Secondary education contributions for off-site improvements to schools of (c.£4m);
Construction of a noise bund: (c. £1.5m)
Construction of a community centre: (c. £1.7m)
Archaeological investigations: (c. £1m)
Enhanced all weather sports pitch: (c. £650K)

The development has not been offset by sales values. Houses have not reached the
expected values. Substantial developments at Kingsway and Tuffley have swamped
the south Gloucester market reducing values. It is not been helped that the first phase
of development here is not one of the prime areas.
Crest have submitted a detailed viability assessment. This quantifies infrastructure
works, house construction costs and sales values. The Council commissioned the
District Valuer to consider the submitted assessment. The sales values and
development have been confirmed as realistic. It also confirms the land value as within
normally accepted rates.
The District Valuer report concludes:
*
*
*

Infrastructure and abnormal costs total £28,108,000
Section 106 Costs for the S.73 application total £17,448,921
The scheme is “only marginally viable with no affordable values and the reduced
Section 106 contributions”:

The District Valuer’s report also concludes: “On the basis that the Council are prepared
to consider removing the obligation for any affordable housing and accept a reduced
section 106 contribution we would recommend that the Council consider review
mechanisms for further phases on the basis that the market may improve. Phase 2A is
for a further 446 units and I would suggest that there is a review before phase 2B starts
which includes 604 units with a further review prior to commencement of phase 3 for the
final 331 units. We can of course provide further detail for these reviews if required”.
Why should a house builder risk invest huge sums in a development when the returns
will be marginal in a climate of uncertainty. The viability is one of the reasons for this
application. Section 106 costs are a major factor and under review here.
EDUCATION
It was agreed in the original application that a new primary school on site would be
required. The existing S106 requires provision and full operation at 300 houses. This
has been outstanding for a while. This application does not seek to change the school
delivery, only that Crest will build it rather than financing construction by the County
Council.
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A broad specification has been agreed and construction is estimated at 42 weeks, but
fitting out is required thereafter. The access road and mains services to the site must be
provided prior to construction. It is hoped that the school will be open and operational
for September 2017. Currently Hunts Grove children are using Waterwells School,
which is unfair to that community as well as being unsustainable. It is clearly
advantageous for the housing development to continue, which provides the
infrastructure support the school delivery. Whilst a specification has been agreed
planning permission will be required..
The secondary school provision is more complex. It is estimated that 218 secondary
school places are needed, which is based on 1457 qualifying dwellings out of the total
1750. The nearest schools are at Severn Vale, Quedgeley and Beaufort in Gloucester.
They have virtually no capacity in the foreseeable years. Moreover the County Council
advise that some capacity has to be kept to allow for parental choice. Mention has
been made of spare capacity at Maiden Hill, however this surpasses the 3 mile standard
at which the Education Act makes a local authority liable for transport costs.
The original permission required a £2.35million contribution. This was based on the
assumption that Hunts Grove would give 25 children per 100 houses. Kingsway has
provided 35 children per 100 houses, and Hunts Grove is regarded as potentially
similar. Across Gloucestershire there has been a significant increase in birth rates since
2007 which has only just started now to level out. This indicates potentially a significant
shortfall in funding. Whilst there is an argument that there is an extant, implementable
permission in place and therefore the fees should not be increased, this particular
application is seeking to review Section 106 matters.
The County Council response requests £3,887,376. The original figure could still be
achieved albeit by sacrificing some contributions. However this increased contribution
would eliminate affordable housing. Crest dispute the increased figure and feel that
£2,496,480 is more appropriate. This is not an exact science but based on certain
assumptions.
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
The Policy allocating development at Hunts Grove requires 30% affordable housing.
The Local Plan consistently states the need for housing across all sections of the
community. Affordable housing delivery is a Council priority. There is a pressing
increasing need: 446 dwellings are required per year accordingly to Local Plan Policy
CP9.Consequently judgments need to be made about the relative merits of affordable
housing and full education provision. The site to date has provided 75 affordable
houses. Crest have advised that if no more are provided this would equate to 10%
across phase 1 and phase 2 (750) after which there could be a potential review.
The HCA has indicated no grant is available for S106 affordable housing at this time.
On 25th September Stephanie Ainsworth from HCA emailed to confirm;
“In terms of affordable housing, homes provided through a S106 Agreement are
expected to be provided without the requirement for public subsidy and therefore there
grant would not generally be available through the Affordable Homes Programme for
those units”.
The dilemma is exacerbated by County Council advice that affordable housing usually
generates more children than market housing.
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT
This is another demand on Section 106 payments and viability. £1.2million has been
identified for “sustainable transport”. This includes improvements to bus services to
Gloucester, Stroud and Bristol. In addition £10,000 has been set aside for a bus shelter
on the northbound A38 adjacent to Quedgeley Business Park. These measures are
desirable increasing the sustainability of the development, giving people choice of
alternative travel. As well as reducing CO2, it should help congestion. Hunts Grove has
always been justified as a sustainable development and these physical measures go to
the heart of that justification.
There is also £287,000 for a “Travel Plan Contribution”. This essentially encourages
residents travel by bus, cycling and walking. Whilst this is highly desirable and
reinforces the provision of bus, cycling and walking facilities, it must be questioned if it is
absolutely essential; can it be afforded.
THE BALANCE OF SECTION 106 CONTRIBUTIONS
The main dilemma is between affordable housing and the full secondary school
contribution.
Children need to be able to get to school. There is a set 3 mile standard and in any
event sustainability, sense of community and children’s well being all point towards local
provision. Equally people need somewhere to live. The implications of a shortfall of
affordable housing are cramped living conditions, temporary accommodation, an
inability to form an independent household for younger people and inappropriate
accommodation for the elderly. The affordable housing would go towards general need
(i.e. District wide) of which there is a considerable shortfall.
Local Plan Policy CP9 on affordable housing does state 30% affordable provision
unless unviable. This indicates some acceptance of a lesser contribution. There is no
such policy guidance towards school provision. Indeed the County Council may argue
that it is a statutory provision.
Section 106 Agreements need to consider the CIL tests. This involves deciding the
impact of the development. Clearly new housing will directly increase the need to school
places. Affordable housing is meeting a need partly due to rising house prices.
The County Council are seeking £3,887,376, whilst the original agreement provided
£2,354,255.
Crest have offered £2,496,000 on their calculations and understanding of the potential
need.
The District Valuer has allowed for a £3,887,376 contributions pot.
Is there a compromise?
218 secondary school children are expected. The contribution is based on the assumed
cost per pupil (£17,832) of generally expanding facilities rather than a specifically costed
scheme to expand facilities. There may also be other developments in Gloucester which
would contribute towards school expansion. Therefore there could be some argument to
decide a lesser of amount and give some funding for affordable housing. This
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acknowledges that it is not an exact science and also with a scheme of less than 30%
affordable, the pupil generation should be less.
This current master plan shows sheltered close care accommodation by the
neighbourhood centre, which was not present on the extant scheme. The hope is for a
similar facility to St Oswalds in Gloucester. This has a mix of affordable and open
market flats. Moreover it eliminates any school requirements. It also would make good
use of an affordable housing contribution. This would also cater for a hitherto shortage
of this particular accommodation. Several housing associations have links with such
such facilities. Local Plan Policy CP2 which allocates strategic growth (including Hunts
Grove), includes a requirement for care home bed spaces.
To some extent this type of compromise has already been made as the estimated
contribution is based on 218 secondary school places from 1457 qualifying dwellings
rather than the total 1750. Also knocking off the amount of “qualifying dwellings” paying
£17,832 for secondary education takes several multiples to amount to even one
affordable house. In the absence of any HCA grant, the economics are challenging.
Typically £1.4million would give 25 affordable dwellings on 50%/50% rent/shared
ownership to a mix of sizes.
£287,500 has been budgeted for a “Travel Plan Contribution”. Rather than spending
such funds trying to encourage sustainable travel, it may be felt to be more pressing to
be providing affordable homes. This would allow some affordable housing units albeit a
very limited amount.
If this £287,500 for affordable housing was raised to £500,000, then 7-9 affordable units
would be possible, dependent on size and tenure. This is more meaningful and would
be a more viable amount for a housing association being in mind
operation/management costs. This would equate to 13 school places. However the
£3,664,376 is substantially more than the £2,354,255 agreed in the extant scheme,
hence this suggested compromise is heavily in favour of education. Due to the
infrastructure costs – an adopted road, A38 junction and primary school, this
contribution would have to be phased into the 750+ stage.
The viability report makes a substantial allowance for on site and off site highway works.
Circumstances and policies do sometimes change and that could mean such measures
are not needed. In such a case the money could be redirected to affordable housing.
There is also the prospect that sale values could improve. Indeed the next phases are
lower density, edge of settlement and close to open space and outward views.
Accordingly an overage review can be built into the Section 106.
The Section 106 Agreement also needs to allow for the possibility of the Council to put
in money to acquire plots for affordable housing on the same basis of normal housing
association acquisition. This may be on a yearly or occasion basis, depending on
availability of funding or other opportunities elsewhere.
There is also longer term prospect for review. This scheme is for 1750 dwellings and is
having to provide expensive infrastructure. The Local Plan allocates a further 750
dwellings extension. This would be largely free of an infrastructure burden as facilities
have been provided, the access road is close and the A38 junction would be in place.
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Consequently there is considerable potential to provide typical affordable housing levels
and review education requirements.
MASTER PLAN CHANGES.
The most significant change is the movement of the neighbourhood centre from a
central location to the A38 frontage. This is partly to offer better prospects for medical
services as they can serve a wider area. Similarly there is more scope and demand for
shops as they can cover a wider area and have an A38 frontage presence. There is
also likely to be more passing trade from Hunts Grove residents. The facilities are at the
gateway to the site on the major road rather than the extant scheme where they would
have been less prominent. The facilities will still be accessible to residents being on the
bus route as well as cycle path. They can also readily serve the residents from the 750
dwelling extension.
The community centre would be relocated from the centre of the site to the edge of the
playing fields. This would incorporate changing facilities and rooms which would serve
the playing pitches and the allotments. It also provides an opportunity to share parking.
The community centre will occupy a very prominent position. This will lend itself to being
a potential landmark with an opportunity for a striking design.
The primary school would be relocated slightly further south. It is still on a circular bus
link. It still has its own spacious grounds. It is adjacent to an open space corridor with
walking potential. It would be closer to allotments and playing fields.
A couple of “urban” squares have been changed to play areas, which should still offer
some local landmarks and break up the form of development. The original Section 106
agreed the management of the open spaces by our Council and rates and the
maintenance regime were identified. A management company is now proposed. A
£1.9million lump sum will be aside for a “sinking fund” held in trust. SDC would be given
step in rights. A stakeholder management group has been suggested consisting of
representatives of the developer, residents, primary school and the neighbourhood
centre. It is suggested that the community centre and allotments could be either
maintained by the management company, Parish Council or SDC. Whilst management
by the Parish or SDC may be possible, particularly if it is then passed on to the
community, but such an approach would need to be backed up by funds as it is an
onerous process. The Section 106 needs to make such an allowance.
Confirmation is also needed on the maintenance of ecological areas and SUDS. In
principle such a management company is felt to be acceptable. It works well at
Littlecombe for example. It can give local people input into the maintenance of the open
space and their facilities. In such a new community, the social structure would not exist
to directly manage their own spaces, whereas a long established village often has
willing volunteers to take on responsibilities. The fine details of the management
company, their constitution and day to day running needs to be closely examined, and
officers request delegated authority to agree such parameters. An executive summary
has been received whilst finalising this report and is attached in the appendix.
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LANDSCAPE
The Hunt’s Grove development site is located between the M5 and the Waterwells
Business Park. At its nearest point to the application site, the Cotswold AONB is
located approximately 1km to the south east of the M5.
The revisions to the Master Plan would be much localised in effect and many are
positive. The revised Master Plan does utilise Haresfield Lane. This is now logical given
the Local Plan allocation. The development should appear as an entity rather than a
separate distinctive phase. As result the established hedge will have to be breached to
allow access. However given housing will be both sides of the road its value would be
less anyway. There should be scope for some additional planting and a design concept
of a treed avenue has been mooted.
The design still shows a broken building whereby open space encroaches into the
development. Buildings lines are also informal, curving, non linear, creating soft rural
edges. The revised master plan shows a slightly wider but relocated green corridor
running across the scheme. The open spaces will still extend across and through the
development, contributing to its character. Consequently the proposal should not create
any more impact from elevated ground, including the AONB, as well as the shorter
range views from the Severn Vale. The school’s relocation is not particularly significant
because houses were and still are proposed between it and the countryside.
HYDROLOGY
The site is outside Flood zones 2 and 3, but potentially could exacerbate problems in
the land to the west. The surface water strategy remains as previously agreed.
Attenuation basins and storage ponds would be constructed to store surface water run
off which would then be slowly discharged into Shorn Brook, in accordance with the
agreed strategy. The storage ponds are in the lowest part of the site and within open
spaces. The Master Plan shows no significant changes to the position and size of the
storage ponds. They will be maintained in conjunction with the open spaces. These
SUDS features should also have considerable ecological potential.
AMENITY
Several objectors raise concern about the noise and disturbance to their houses due to
the bus route changing. They quote the Human Rights Act. There has always been a
circular bus route envisaged at Hunts Grove. Dwellings were shown in the original
Master Plan as fronting this road. There has always been an acceptance that some
dwellings would face the road. In design terms it promotes inclusive safe communities.
Many people in the District live on a bus route and the noise/disturbance is unlikely to
be sufficient to make dwellings inhabitable. There would be a pavement and some
garden separation.
Privacy, overshadowing and overbearing should not be significantly increased by
Master Plan changes. Noise from play areas should not be unduly significant. Moreover
such aspects will be addressed at the Reserved Matters Stages when more detailed
design matters are considered.
The Master Plan does not place any dwelling nearer to the M5 and the noise bund is in
place and planted to provide reasonable amenity. Similarly there is still separation to the
employment areas to the North West. The EHO has no objection subject to condition.
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ECOLOGY
Much of the site has been intensively farmed and those parts have little ecological
interest. Hunts Grove Wood is retained and protected as ancient woodland and the
southern (M5) corner of the site is a newt protection area.
There has been ongoing monitoring of the habitats on/around the site. There are no
substantial changes and future phases still require substantive works. In particular the
Shorn Brook corridor offers considerable potential with SUDS ponds and better river
management.
The Master Plan still shows continuous green corridors across and along the
development. These link with wider countryside on both sides of the development. They
should provide habitat and allow for wildlife movement.
The nearby Cotswolds beech woods are recognised as an SAC and potential new
housing could lead to increase recreational pressure which may cause problems. It is
suggested that a mountain bike trail around Hunts Grove site may alleviate some of
these pressures.
The loss of some of the hedge fronting Haresfield Road will not help ecology. However
this was always going to be close to/within domestic curtilage and would have offered
limited scope.
HIGHWAY SAFETY
The Master Plan shows the use of Haresfield Lane to serve the site as a distributor road
whereas the original plan have a more circuitous route within the development leaving
Haresfield Lane as a non vehicular route . This would have slowed down bus
connections. It also lends itself to the Local Plan extension as it forms an obvious
connection and would help to join the two elements together.
The Master Plan does show changes to the internal road layout especially in the vicinity
of the school. This again incorporates the bus route. The alignment will help the
manoeuvring of the bus and maintains a loop around the development. It will warrant
some traffic calming. It is a rational route which helps visitors navigate rather than a
feeling of being inside a maze. The proposal includes detailed off site works as well as
the A38 junction. The County Highways Officer has no objection.
CONDITIONS
The suggested reworded conditions are in the appendix at the end of the report. Some
of the revisions are for clarity. Other revisions are proposed to reflect a scheme which is
well underway and some changes address the development to occur rather than
previous phases built. There is also some amalgamation for ease of discharge. The
ecological conditions have been updated in the light of the reviewed situation.
The condition restricting opening hours for hot food, shop, restaurant, pub is proposed
to be extended from 23-00 to 12 midnight on Mondays-Saturday. This should help the
viability of the facilities in the Neighbourhood Centre, but its location and space in the
Master Plan should not lead to overly significant problems.
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The Construction Environment Management Plan needs to make reference to the use
of wheel washing facilities. Discussions are ongoing with the fine wording of the
conditions and the County Highways response has only just been received at the time
of finalising this report. Officers will do an update on the conditions on late pages.
CONCLUSION
The site was the largest allocation in the 2005 Local Plan, and has been increased by a
further 750 dwellings in the 2015 Local Plan. Its delivery is therefore hugely important
as a strategic long term site. Moreover it makes one of the largest contributions to the
Council’s 5+year land supply requirements, which is critical in the defence of appeals.
Therefore pragmatism is required to allow the development to continue. This is
supported by the NPPF and NPPG in particular.
The S106 package can be squeezed to allow for some affordable housing whilst making
a substantial contribution to secondary education expansion. A suggestion is made
above but Members have discretion to change the balance either way. The provision of
a review of the viability (overage) due to variations in sales returns and/or construction
costs can be built into the Section 106.
If highway works eventually turn out not to be required (due to changing policies or
circumstances or whatever), monies should directly go to into the Section106 pot. There
needs to be such a clause effectively automatically recycling the funds. Similarly a
clause should be in the Section 106 allowing the Council to put in funds at any stage to
allow more affordable housing.
The 750 extension allocated in the Local Plan gives the opportunity to review affordable
housing and education demands, which should be less burdened with expensive
infrastructure.
There is also a need to provide services for existing residents, the primary school in
particular. Also the needs of future residents must be considered, which is a balance
between encouraging the development and safeguarding future facilities. Indeed the
relocation of the neighbourhood centre to the A38 frontage reflects the need to get
commercial support for the delivery of facilities. Similarly rational is the relocation of the
community centre to the playing fields and incorporating facilities.
The finer details of the open space management do need to be considered but should
be acceptable in principle.
Appendix
Schedule of conditions, with amendments. 16 February
E-mail 18 February from Gloucestershire County Council.
Letter 16 February from GL HEARN on behalf of Crest.
Executive summary of open space management. 19th February.
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CONDITION

1)

Approval of the “Reserved Matters” in any phase or subphase shall be obtained in writing from the Local
Planning Authority prior to the commencement of
development on any phase (as defined and approved
under the Phasing Condition 10). The Reserved Matters
for each phase are specifically:
i. siting, design, layout and external appearance,
including all building facing materials and finishes;
ii. details of access arrangements and surface
materials finishes for the highways, footpaths, cycle
ways, private drives and all other hard surfaces;
iii. the soft and hard landscaping of the site and details
of screen walls, fences and other means of
enclosure;
iv. details of existing and proposed ground levels and
proposed finished floor levels and building heights;
v. bin stores;
vi. waste minimisation details in accordance with the
principles of the Waste Minimisation Strategy;
vii. the noise bund to include proposed ground levels
and profile of the bund and the source of any
imported material together with details of associated
lorry movements.
These details shall accord with the parameters and
objectives laid out in the Design and Access Statement
(March 2007) and the Supplement to the Design and
Access Statement (December 2007). The development
shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
details.

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

Y

Approval of the “Reserved Matters” in any phase or
sub-phase shall be obtained in writing from the Local
Planning Authority prior to the commencement of
development on any phase (as defined and
approved under the Phasing Condition 10). The
Reserved Matters for each phase are specifically:
i.
siting, design, layout and external
appearance, including all building facing materials
and finishes;
ii.
details of access arrangements and surface
materials finishes for the highways, footpaths, cycle
ways, private drives and all other hard surfaces;
iii.
the soft and hard landscaping of the site and
details of screen walls, fences and other means of
enclosure;
iv.
details of existing and proposed ground
levels and proposed finished floor levels and building
heights;
v.
bin stores and dog bins
vi.
waste minimisation details in accordance
with the principles of the Waste Minimisation
Strategy;
vii.
the noise bund to include proposed ground
levels and profile of the bund and the source of any
imported material together with details of associated
lorry movements.
These details shall accord with the parameters and
objectives laid out in the Design and Access
Statement (March 2007), Supplement to the Design
and Access Statement (December 2007) and Design
and Access Statement Addendum (May 2015). The
development shall be carried out in accordance with
the approved details.
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NOTES

Refer to Updated Design
and Access Statement and
add dog bins

CONDITION

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

2)

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before
the expiration of two years from the date of approval of
the last of the Reserved Matters to be approved.

Y

DELETE

Remove – Unnecessary –
development has already
commenced

3)

Applications for approval of the Reserved Matters shall
be made to the Local Planning Authority before the expiry
of ten years from the date of this permission.

Y

Applications for approval of the Reserved Matters
shall be made to the Local Planning Authority before
prior to 19/01/2020

10 years from the date of
existing outline
permission.

4)

The total number of dwellings that shall be erected on the
site shall not exceed 1,750.
Each application for the approval of Reserved Matters
shall provide for Public Open Space substantially in
accordance with the submitted Master Plan (11470-216B) and Supplement to the Design and Access Statement
(December 2007), and shall include a detailed landscape
scheme that accords with the approved strategic
landscape proposals. the detailed landscape scheme
shall include the retention of existing trees and
hedgerows as agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, new planting proposals, means of enclosure,
the treatment of hard and soft areas and the provision of
appropriate facilities on these areas.

N
Y

Each application for the approval of Reserved
Matters shall provide for Public Open Space
substantially in accordance with the submitted
Master Plan (ref 13143/3149 H) and Design and
Access Statement Addendum (May 2015) and shall
include a detailed landscape scheme that accords
with the approved strategic landscape proposals. the
detailed landscape scheme shall include the
retention of existing trees and hedgerows as agreed
in writing by the Local Planning Authority, new
planting proposals, means of enclosure, the
treatment of hard and soft areas and the provision of
appropriate facilities on these areas.

Refer to revised
Masterplan and design
and access statement

The development shall not take place other than
substantially in accordance with the mix and disposition
of uses shown on the Master Plan (114720-216-B), the
Design and Access Statement (March 2007) and the
Supplement to the Design and Access Statement
(December 2007) and the Area Master Plans required by
Condition 11.

Y

The development shall not take place other than
substantially in accordance with the mix and
disposition of uses shown on the Master Plan (ref
13143/3149 H), the Design and Access Statement
(March 2007) and the Supplement to the Design and
Access Statement (December 2007) and Design and
Access Statement Addendum (May 2015)

Refer to revised
masterplan and addendum
to DAS and remove ref to
areas masterplans

5)

6)
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CONDITION

No development shall take place within areas of
archaeological interest as agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority until the Applicant, their agents or
successors in title, has implemented a programme of
archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme
of investigation which has been submitted to and agreed
in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
8) Details of all means of enclosure, equipment, seating and
surfacing of the Hillside Park NEAP located in the
archaeologically sensitive area identified in Figure 8
(Volume 4 Technical Appendices) of the Environment
Statement (May 2006), shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior
to installation. Thereafter the Hillside Park NEAP shall be
constructed in accordance with the approved details.
9) Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority no more than 500 of the dwellings hereby
permitted (Use Class C3a) shall be occupied prior to 30
June 2011.
10) No development shall start until a detailed phasing
scheme (based upon the approved Master Plan (11470216-B), the Design and Access Statement – March 2007)
and Supplement to the Design and Access Statement
(December 2007) has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation
with the Highways Agency. The phasing scheme shall
indicate the sequence and approximate timescales of:
a) site remediation and demolition works;
b) development phases (including the approximate
numbers of dwellings and affordable housing units in
each phase);
c) the provision of highway and drainage infrastructure,
bus routes and the provision of bus services,
7)

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

N

N

Y

DELETE

Remove – 30 June 2011
now passed

Y

No more than 400 dwellings shall be occupied until a
detailed phasing scheme (based upon the approved
Master Plan (ref 13143/3149 H), the Design and
Access Statement – March 2007) and Supplement to
the Design and Access Statement (December 2007)
and Design and Access Statement Addendum (May
2015) has been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with
the Highways Agency. The phasing scheme shall
indicate the sequence and approximate timescales
of:
a)
site remediation and demolition works;
b)
development phases (including the
approximate numbers of dwellings and affordable

Amended to reflect that
Phase 1 has commenced
Refer to revised
Masterplan and design
and access statement
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CONDITION

Amend
Y/N

pedestrian linkages into the existing public rights-ofway network,
employment
provision,
utility
infrastructure, landscaping, open space, recreational
and educational facilities, the neighbourhood centre,
primary school, safe routes to school and key
pedestrian and cycle routes to internal and external
destinations.
The development shall proceed solely in accordance with
the detailed phasing scheme unless a variation has been
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

11) No development in a development phase (as defined
under the phasing scheme plan submitted and approved
pursuant to Condition 10) shall start until an Area Master
Plan has been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The Area Master Plan for
each development phase shall be at a 1:1000 scale and
shall substantially accord with the approved Master Plan
(11470-216-B), the Phasing Plan, the Design and Access
Statement (March 2007) and the supplement to the
Design and Access Statement (December 2007) and
shall include the following details:
a) the approximate number, mix and density of
dwellings within the development phase;
b) development blocks with an indication of building
heights;
c) the location of landmark buildings and key frontages;
d) the approximate location, number and mix of
affordable housing in the phase;
e) off street parking arrangements;

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

housing units in each phase);
c)
the provision of highway and drainage
infrastructure, bus routes and the provision of bus
services, pedestrian linkages into the existing public
rights-of-way network, employment provision, utility
infrastructure, landscaping, open space, recreational
and educational facilities, the neighbourhood centre,
primary school, safe routes to school and key
pedestrian and cycle routes to internal and external
destinations.
The development shall proceed solely in accordance
with the detailed phasing scheme unless a variation
has been agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Y

REMOVE
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Remove

CONDITION

landscape treatments;
all areas of adoptable Public Open Space within the
phase indicating their function, facilities to be
provided and their location;
h) access and circulation including footpaths and cycle
ways.
All applications for approval of Reserved Matters within a
development phase shall accord with the Area Master
Plan for that development phase.
12) The developer shall submit annual reports (on the
anniversary of the date of the approval of the phasing
plan) reviewing development progress against the
approved phasing scheme plan.
13) Before commencement of each phase of the
development hereby permitted, assessment and review
of the noise environment will be undertaken and
submitted in writing to the local planning authority.
(Where necessary, this will include review of the noise
assessment submitted as part of the May 2006
Environmental Statement) to determine the noise levels
likely to be experienced by occupiers of the dwellings
within that part of the development. Necessary noise
mitigation measures sufficient to achieve levels of noise
no greater than 35 decibels (LAeq T) measured internally
or 50 decibels (LAeq T) measured externally shall be
incorporated into the reserved matters submission for
each phase of the development. The dwellings shall
thereafter be constructed in accordance with the
approved details. The applicant shall ensure that all
details relating to the noise assessment are submitted to
the local planning authority in sufficient time to allow for
review and to make any amendments that may be
necessary.

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

f)
g)

N

Y

The dwellings hereby permitted shall be constructed
to provide the necessary noise mitigation to achieve
internal noise levels within bedrooms and living
rooms no greater than 35 dB (LAeq,T) during the
daytime (07:00 – 23:00) and night-time (23:00 –
07:00) periods. An external noise level of 50 dB
(LAeq,T) should not be exceeded in private garden
areas and patios during the daytime period.
After completion of works and prior to occupation or
use, noise measurements shall be carried out to
demonstrate that the above criteria are met.
All noise measurements shall be submitted in the
form of a report to the LPA for its written approval
prior to occupation or use.”
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Amended as per EHO
comments

CONDITION

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

14) All the dwellings hereby permitted shall be constructed in
accordance with details that shall previously have been
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority to
achieve the current WHO standards (guidelines for
Community Noise) and BS8233 1999, Sound Insulation
and Noise Reduction for Buildings – Code of Practice for
the prevention of moderate noise.
15) No dwelling shall be occupied in Phase 2 of the
development until the acoustic bund has been
constructed in accordance with the approved details
under Condition 1(g) unless otherwise agreed in writing
by the Local Planning Authority.

Y

Remove

Y

No dwelling shall be occupied in Parcel R27 (as
defined on plan 13143/3149B) of the development
until Phase 1a of the acoustic bund (as defined on
plan FSE91314E/199) has been constructed in
accordance with the approved details under
Condition 1(g) unless otherwise agreed in writing by
the Local Planning Authority.
No dwelling shall be occupied in Parcels R20-26 (as
defined on plan 13143/3149B) of the development
until Phases 1a and 1b of the acoustic bund (as
defined on plan FSE91314E/199) have been
constructed in accordance with the approved details
under Condition 1(g) unless otherwise agreed in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.
No dwelling shall be occupied in Parcels R17-19 (as
defined on plan 13143/3149B) of the development
until Phase 1a, 1b and 2 of the acoustic bund (as
defined on plan FSE91314E/199) has been
constructed in accordance with the approved details
under Condition 1(g) unless otherwise agreed in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.

16) No goods or materials of any kind shall be stored outside
any non-residential building without the prior written
consent of the Local Planning Authority.
17) The development hereby permitted shall not begin until a
scheme to deal with contamination of land, controlled

Y

REMOVE

N
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NOTES

No longer required due to
changes to condition 13

CONDITION

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

waters and/or ground gas has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
development shall thereafter be implemented in
accordance with the approved scheme. The scheme
shall include all of the following measures, unless the
Local Planning Authority dispenses with any such
requirement specifically in writing:
17.1 A Phase 1 site investigation report carried out by a
competent person to include a desk study, site
walkover, the production of a site conceptual model
and a human health and environmental risk
assessment, undertaken in accordance with BS
10175:2001
Investigation
of
Potentially
Contaminated Sites – Code of Practice.
17.2 A Phase II intrusive investigation report detailing all
investigative works and sampling on-site, together
with the results of the analysis, undertaken in
accordance with BS 10175:2001 Investigation of
Potentially Contaminated Sites – Code of Practice.
The report should include a detailed quantitative
human health and environmental risk assessment.
17.3 A remediation scheme detailing how the remediation
will be undertaken, what methods will be used and
what is to be achieved. A clear end point of the
remediation should be stated, such as site
contaminant levels or a risk management action,
and how this will be validated. Any ongoing
monitoring should also be outlined. No deviation
shall be made from this scheme without prior
written approval from the Local Planning Authority.
17.4 If during the works contamination is encountered
which has not previously been identified, then no
further works shall be carried out (unless otherwise
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NOTES

CONDITION

agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority)
until the additional contamination has been fully
assessed and an appropriate remediation scheme
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.
17.5 A validation report detailing the proposed
remediation works and quality assurance
certificates to show that the works have been
carried out in full accordance with the approved
methodology. Details of any post-remedial
sampling and analysis to show that the site has
reached the required clean-up criteria shall be
included,
together
with
the
necessary
documentation detailing what waste materials have
been removed from the site.
No
manufacturing,
repair or maintenance processes shall
18)
be carried out outside the buildings on the site.
19) No deliveries shall be taken at or dispatched from the site
outside the hours of 07:00 to 22:00 on Mondays to
Saturdays nor at any time on Sundays, Bank or Public
Holidays.
20) As part of the Reserved Matters for Phase 2, details of
the boundary treatment along the curtilage of Wynnstay,
Bristol Rd, shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The approved boundary
treatment shall be implemented prior to the occupation of
the first dwelling facing the cartilage, and shall be
maintained as such thereafter.
21) Retail development shall be located only in those areas
defined as “Neighbourhood Centre” on the submitted
Master Plan unless any minor boundary variation has first
been agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Amend
Y/N

Y

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

REMOVE

N

Y

Y

Details of the boundary treatment along the curtilage
of Wynnstay, Bristol Road, shall be submitted as part
of any reserved matters incorporating that boundary,
and agreed in writing by the local planning authority.
The approved boundary treatment shall be
implemented prior to the occupation of the first
dwelling facing the curtilage, and shall be maintained
as such thereafter.
Remove
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Wynnstay boundary will be
with new local centre
which will be delivered as
part of Phase 3

CONDITION

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

22) The Neighbourhood Centre as shown on the Master
Plan, shall include only a mix of the following uses falling
within the town and Country Planning (Use Classes),
Order 1987 as amended;
1) Shops – Class A1:
2) Financial and Professional Services – Class A2;
3) Restaurants and cafes – Class A3;
4) Drinking Establishments – Class A4;
5) Hot food takeaways – Class A5;
6) Residential uses – Classes C2 and C3;
7) Community buildings – Classes D1 and D2;
8) Business Uses –class B1.
23) The total retail area (within Use Class A1) shall not
exceed 2,050sq m, with a food store limited to 1,115sq m
maximum. No other unit shall exceed 200sq m.
24) No individual premises containing a food and drink
related use (Classes A3, A4 and A5) within the
Neighbourhood Centre shall be brought into use until a
scheme for treating fumes and odours from the premises
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. Thereafter the use shall only
operate in accordance with the approved details.

N

Y

No individual premises containing a food and drink
related use (Classes A3, A4 and A5) shall be brought
into use until a scheme for treating fumes and odours
from the premises has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Thereafter the use shall only operate in accordance
with the approved details.

Remove reference to
neighbourhood centre

25) No individual premises containing a food and drink
related use (Classes A3, A4 and A5) within the
Neighbourhood Centre shall be brought into use until a
scheme to attenuate the noise from any noise generating
equipment, fans, air conditioning units, ventilation
equipment or similar equipment has been submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Thereafter the use shall only operate in accordance with
the approved details.

Y

No individual premises containing a food and drink
related use (Classes A3, A4 and A5) shall be brought
into use until a scheme to attenuate the noise from
any noise generating equipment, fans, air
conditioning units, ventilation equipment or similar
equipment has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Thereafter
the use shall only operate in accordance with the
approved details.

Remove reference to
neighbourhood centre

N
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Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

26) Cycle parking shall be provided within the
Neighbourhood Centre and at the school, allotments,
employment area and recreation facilities in accordance
with timing and details agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.

Y

Cycle parking shall be provided within the
Neighbourhood Centre and at the school, allotments,
employment area and recreation facilities and
community centre in accordance with timing and
details agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.

Include reference to
community building

27) Any hot food shop, drinking establishment or restaurant
within the site shall open to customers only between the
hours of 07:00 to 23:00 Mondays to Saturdays and 09:00
to 22.30: on Sundays, Bank or Public Holidays.

Y

Any hot food shop, drinking establishment or
restaurant within the site shall open to customers
only between the hours of 07:00 to 00:00 Mondays to
Saturdays and 09:00 to 22.30: on Sundays, Bank or
Public Holidays.

Extend to 0000

28) All areas of Public Open Space, the Neighbourhood
Centre and any other building or facility to which there is
public access shall be fully accessible to disabled
persons in accordance with details that shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority prior to the start of works on any such
building or the laying out of any such facility. The
measures shall include disabled parking, accessible
routes to, from and across buildings and land and the
provision of accessible entrances at each principal public
entrance. All works shall be carried out in accordance
with approved details prior to the first use of any such
building or facility.
29) Lighting for the all weather playing surface shall not be
brought into use until it has been directed and/or hooded
in accordance with details to be agreed in writing by the
Local Planning Authority prior to installation of the
lighting. The lighting scheme shall thereafter be
maintained in accordance with the approved details.
30) No development shall start within a particular
development phase until a detailed strategy for the
treatment, recycling and re-use of soils from that phase

N

CONDITION

N

Y

REMOVE Include in CEMP condition (see condition
32)
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NOTES

CONDITION

has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The soil matter shall thereafter
be dealt with in accordance with that strategy unless the
Local Planning Authority gives written consent to any
variation.
31) No development shall start until a detailed strategy for
the treatment, recycling and reuse of demolition arisings
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. Demolition waste shall
thereafter be dealt with in accordance with that strategy
unless the Local Planning Authority gives written consent
to any variation.
32) Prior to the commencement of development of each
phase, a Construction Environmental Management Plan
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.
All construction works shall
thereafter be carried out in accordance with the approved
plan. The plan shall cover the following areas;
(a) Details of the earthworks for each phase,
comprising the proposed excavation, grading and
mounding of land areas including the levels and
contours to be formed.
(b) Details of the nature, type and quantity of materials
to be imported onto the site.
(c) Methods for the protection of drainage ditches and
water bodies within the site (both existing and
newly created) from pollution during construction
works.
(d) Pollution prevention and control measures during
the construction phase including: (i) facilities for the
storage of fuels, oils and chemicals: (ii) surface
water drainage arrangements for interception,
settlement and treatment of contaminated surface

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

Y

REMOVE Include in CEMP condition (see condition
32)

Y

Prior to the commencement of development of each
phase, a Construction Environmental Management
Plan shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. All construction works
shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the
approved plan. The plan shall cover the following
areas;
(a) Details of the earthworks for each phase,
comprising: the proposed excavation, grading
and mounding of land areas including the levels
and contours to be formed; details of the
treatment, recycling and re-use of soils and
demolitions arisings
(b) Details of the nature, type and quantity of
materials to be imported onto the site.
(c) Methods for the protection of drainage ditches
and water bodies within the site (both existing
and newly created) from pollution during
construction works.
(d) Pollution prevention and control measures during
the construction phase including: (i) facilities for
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CONDITION

(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

water run-off; (iii) measures to ensure there is no
polluting discharge from haul roads and disturbed
areas;
Habitat protection and enhancement to avoid harm
to breeding birds, barn owls and other protected
species, with appropriate monitoring;
Site access and haul routes including times of
operation;
Site establishment and topsoil management;
Mitigation of construction noise;
Construction site works hours;
Location of principal service route corridors.

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

the storage of fuels, oils and chemicals: (ii)
surface water drainage arrangements for
interception, settlement and treatment of
contaminated surface water run-off; (iii) measures
to ensure there is no polluting discharge from
haul roads and disturbed areas;
(e) Habitat protection and enhancement to avoid
harm to breeding birds and other protected
species, with appropriate monitoring of agreed
Mitigation and Biodiversity Objectives. Monitoring
will be carried out in accordance with a scheme
of ecological monitoring to be submitted and
approved by the Local Planning Authority in
relation to specific measures proposed within
each development phase. The applicant shall
submit a monitoring report annually for the first
four years following completion of development of
each phase and thereafter at periods to be
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The monitoring report will identify any further
measures required to meet Biodiversity
Objectives which if required, shall be
implemented in accordance with a programme of
works to be agreed by the Local Planning
Authority. The remedial measures shall be fairly
and reasonably related in scale and kind to the
proposed development.
(f) Site access and haul routes including times of
operation;
(g) Site establishment and topsoil management;
(h) Mitigation of construction noise;
(i) Construction site works hours;
(j) Location of principal service route corridors.
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CONDITION

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

(k) measures to prevent mud, dirt and other
deleterious materials from the site being
deposited on the highway
(l) details of temporary car parking and
accommodation for site operatives
(m) details of security fencing
33) Prior to the commencement of development within each
phase (as defined under the phasing scheme approved
pursuant to condition10), the details of a comprehensive
drainage system incorporating Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS), and rainwater harvesting, to comply
with the outline SuDS strategy within the Supplement to
the Environmental Statement (February 2007) shall be
submitted to and agreed in writing by, the Local Planning
Authority. The scheme shall include details of how the
system shall be maintained for the lifetime of the
development and shall be implemented in accordance
with the approved details.

Y

No building hereby permitted shall be occupied
within any phase until surface water drainage works
for that phase have been implemented in accordance
with details that have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority.
Before these details are submitted an assessment
shall be carried out of the potential for disposing of
surface water by means of a sustainable drainage
system in accordance with the principles set out in
Annex F of PPS25 (or any subsequent version), and
the results of the assessment provided to the local
planning authority. Where a sustainable drainage
scheme is to be provided, the submitted details shall:
i. provide information about the design storm period
and intensity, the method employed to delay and
control the surface water discharged from the site
and the measures taken to prevent pollution of the
receiving groundwater and/or surface waters;
ii. include a timetable for its implementation; and
iii. provide a management and maintenance plan for
the lifetime of the development which shall include
the arrangements for adoption by any public
authority or statutory undertaker and any other
arrangements to secure the operation of the scheme
throughout its lifetime.
Reason:
To ensure that the development is provided with a
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CONDITION

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

satisfactory means of drainage as well as to reduce
the risk of creating or exacerbating a flooding
problem and to minimise the risk of pollution for the
lifetime of the development.
34) Prior to the commencement of development within each
phase of the development hereby approved incorporating
Shorn Brook, Haresfield Brook or any other ditches,
swales, ponds or water attenuation features details of
any proposed works and the phasing of those works shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.
The proposed works shall be
designed and implemented to protect and enhance
biodiversity and shall be carried out in accordance with
the approved details.
35) No building shall be occupied until the vehicular,
cycleway and pedestrian accesses necessary to serve
that part of the development from the adopted highway
have been constructed in accordance with a plan and
programme submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority before each development phase
commences.
36) No development shall start until details of a
comprehensive set of measures to prevent mud, dirt and
other deleterious materials from the site being deposited
on the highway have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The measures
shall include construction vehicles routes and associated
signing, vehicle cleaning facilities, physical demarcation
of a vehicle route to ensure that all vehicles have to pass
through a wheel wash facility, and monitoring and
remedial measures to ensure that the adjacent highways
are regularly inspected by site operatives and any stray
mud deposits left on the highway are removed
immediately. Furthermore such measures shall be

N

N

Y

REMOVE Include provisions in CEMP condition
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CONDITION

37)

38)

39)

40)

maintained, operated and implemented at all times during
the period of construction.
No development on any development phase shall start
until details of temporary car parking and accommodation
for site operatives have been submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved
scheme shall be implemented before any development
on that phase commences. All temporary buildings and
car parks shall be removed and the land reinstated within
2 months of the date of completion of development on
any phase.
No development on any development phase shall start
until the area is securely fenced, save for access points,
in accordance with details to be approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority.
Prior to commencement of phase two (as defined by the
approved phasing scheme submitted pursuant to
Condition 10) of the development hereby approved, full
engineering details of the access and junction with the
A38/B4008 (in general accordance with the detail shown
on the approved masterplan) shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
junction shall thereafter be constructed in accordance
with the approved details and shall be opened to service
st
the development before occupation of the 351 dwelling
within the site.
No more than 500 of the dwellings hereby permitted shall
be occupied until a plan showing the proposed access
from Haresfield Lane to the sports pitches and changing
facilities together with the details of the proposed car and
cycle-parking arrangements for the sports facilities has
been submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The access and parking areas shall

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

Y

REMOVE Incorporate into CEMP condition (see
condition 32)

Y

REMOVE Incorporate into CEMP condition (see
condition 32)

Y

REMOVE (Incorporate changes to triggers into S106
agreement)

Y

No more than 750 of the dwellings hereby permitted
shall be occupied until a plan showing the proposed
access from Haresfield Lane to the sports pitches
and changing facilities together with the details of the
proposed car and cycle-parking arrangements for the
sports facilities has been submitted to and agreed in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The plan
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Trigger amended

CONDITION

Amend
Y/N

thereafter be constructed in accordance with the
approved details.

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

shall also show the proposed access to Haresfield
Lane from the development site as shown on the
indicative masterplan (ref 13143/3149 H).
The access to Haresfield Lane from the development
site, the sports pitch access and parking areas shall
thereafter be constructed in accordance with the
approved details. The access to Haresfield Lane
from the development site shall be completed prior to
the 751st occupation at the site.

41) No more than 500 of the dwellings hereby permitted shall
be occupied until the road between the main site access
from the A38 linking to the Waterwells Business Park has
been constructed.

Y

No more than 1000 of the dwellings hereby permitted
shall be occupied until the road between the main
site access from the A38 linking to the Waterwells
Business Park has been constructed.

Trigger amended

42) Prior to the commencement of development within the
development phase or sub-phase containing the
proposed link road to the boundary of Waterwells
Business Park, the construction details of the link road
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The link road to the boundary of the
Waterwells Business Park shall be constructed in
accordance with the approved details.
43) Development shall not commence until a plan showing
the location of 2.5ha of land to be reserved for provision
of a new railway station and associated facilities including
access to it has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The land so
identified shall be reserved for a period of 12 years from
commencement of development following which it may
only be used for open space if not taken up for use as a
new railway station.
44) There shall be no access for construction traffic to the
application site from Haresfield Lane.

Y

REMOVE

Remove Condition
discharged

Y

The land identified in plan Plan Reference RPS01
shall be reserved for a period of 7 years from
commencement of development for the provision of a
railway station. Following this it may only be used
for open space if not taken up for use as a new
railway station.

Amend condition to refer
to plan approved to
discharge original
condition

There shall be no access for construction traffic to
the application site from Haresfield Lane East of the
M5 Motorway

Vary to refer to the eastern
end of Haresfeild lane –
Haresfield Lane now

Y
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CONDITION

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

principle access for
development so will need
to be utilised.
45) Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, none of the Class B2 uses hereby permitted
shall operate between 22:00 and 7:00 hours on any day.
46) Before any Class B2 or Class B8 premises hereby
approved is first brought into use a scheme for the
control of noise emitted from that building shall be
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority and shall be implemented and maintained in
accordance with the approved scheme.
47) The designated employment land shall be developed for
uses falling only within use Classes B1 (a) offices; B1 (b)
research and development; B1 (c) light industrial; B2
general industrial; B8 storage and distribution of the town
and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as
amended), and any incidental uses such as
studios/showrooms/workshops shall be limited as being
ancillary to the main use.
48) Notwithstanding the provisions of the town and country
Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995
(or any Order revoking and re-enacting that Order) a
scheme to enclose any oil and other chemical storage
tanks, buildings, ancillary handling facilities, filling,
drawing and overflow pipes within an impervious bunded
area of at least 100% of the tank capacity, shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority prior to commencement of
development within each Reserved Matters phase. The
scheme as approved shall be fully implemented before
the relevant phase of the development is occupied or
brought into use.

N

N

N

N
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CONDITION

49) No more than 500 of the dwellings hereby permitted shall
be occupied until a pedestrian/cycle link is provided into
the employment land in the approximate location shown
on the approved Master Plan in accordance with details
that shall previously have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
50) Fire hydrants served by mains water supply shall be
provided prior to any dwellings being occupied on any
development phase as agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority (in association with Gloucestershire
Fire and Rescue Service).
51) No development shall take place within a development
phase until a scheme for the environmental assessment
of the reserved matters proposals within that phase has
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority (hereinafter called the approved
scheme for environmental assessment). The approved
scheme for environmental assessment shall require
reserved matters proposals for new dwellings to achieve
as a minimum a Code Level 3 rating or the current
mandatory level under the Code for Sustainable Homes,
and for all other uses to achieve as a minimum a ‘Very
Good’ rating under the relevant BRE Environmental
Assessment Method.
The approved scheme for
environmental assessment shall require:
(i) The necessary assessments to be carried out using
the categories and weighting contained in the Code
for Sustainable Homes or relevant BREEAM
manuals current on the date of submission to the
Local Planning Authority of the reserved matters in
question.
(ii) Adherence
to
a
formal
post-construction
assessment regime, as described in the approved

Amend
Y/N

Y

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

REMOVE

N

Y

No Development shall take place within a residential
or commercial development phase until a
Sustainable Energy Scheme for that phase has been
submitted and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The Sustainable Energy Scheme
shall include details of energy efficiency measures
and details in accordance with current statutory
standards. Development shall then proceed in
accordance with the approved Strategy
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Combine with 52 and
simplify requiring the
submission of a
Sustainable energy
scheme, with no reference
to precise energy targets
(as these controlled
through buildings regs and
planning policy)

CONDITION

scheme, which shall be implemented prior to the
first occupation of any building other than general
housing, retail or office use, to which the reserved
matters submission in question relates.
The
development shall be carried out in accordance
with the approved scheme for environmental
assessment, unless otherwise agreed in writing by
the Local Planning Authority.
No
development
within a development phase shall take
52)
place (except exempt infrastructure works) until a
renewable energy scheme for that phase of the
development has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The renewable
energy scheme must achieve a minimum 10% CO2
reduction from the target emission rate as defined by Part
L (a) of the Building Regulations current at the time of the
reserved matters submission(s), by way of energy
efficiency improvements and/or on site energy production
from renewable sources. The development shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved details.
53) Prior to the commencement of each development phase
(as defined under the phasing scheme plan submitted
and approved pursuant to Condition 10), the following
details shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority
for approval:
a) A plan showing the location of, and allocating a
reference number to, each existing tree on the site
which has a stem with a diameter, measured over
the bark at a point of 1.5m above ground level,
exceeding 75mm, showing which trees are to be
retained and the crown spread of each retained tree.
b) Details of the species, diameter (measured in
accordance with paragraph (a) above) and the

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

Y

Remove

Combine with 51 and
simplify requiring the
submission of a
Sustainable energy
scheme, with no reference
to precise energy targets
(as these controlled
through buildings regs and
planning policy)

Y

Prior to the commencement of each development
phase (as defined under the phasing scheme
plan submitted and approved pursuant to
Condition 10), the following details shall be
submitted to the Local Planning Authority for
approval:
a) A plan showing the location of, and allocating a
reference number to, each existing tree on the
site which has a stem with a diameter,
measured over the bark at a point of 1.5m
above ground level, exceeding 75mm, showing
which trees are to be retained and the crown
spread of each retained tree.

Combine with 55
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CONDITION

approximate height and assessment of the general
state of health and stability of each retained tree and
of each tree which is on land adjacent to the site and
to which paragraphs (c) and (d) below apply.
c) Details of any proposed pruning of any retained tree
or any tree on land adjacent to the site.
d) Details of any proposed alterations in existing
ground levels and the position of any proposed
excavations within the crown spread of any retained
tree or of any tree on land adjacent to the site, or
within a distance from any retained tree or any tree
on land adjacent to the site, equivalent to half the
height of that tree.
e) Details of the specification and positioning of fencing
and of any measures to be taken for the protection
of any retained tree from damage before or during
the course of the development. In this condition,
retained tree means an existing tree that is to be
retained in accordance with the plan referred to in
paragraph (a) above.
f)
Details of the service and foul and surface water
drainage layout, such that it will provide for the longterm retention of the trees.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with
the approved details.

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

b)

Details of the species, diameter (measured in
accordance with paragraph (a) above) and the
approximate height and assessment of the
general state of health and stability of each
retained tree and of each tree which is on land
adjacent to the site and to which paragraphs (c)
and (d) below apply.
c) Details of any proposed pruning of any retained
tree or any tree on land adjacent to the site.
d) Details of any proposed alterations in existing
ground levels and the position of any proposed
excavations within the crown spread of any
retained tree or of any tree on land adjacent to
the site, or within a distance from any retained
tree or any tree on land adjacent to the site,
equivalent to half the height of that tree.
e) Details of the specification and positioning of
fencing and of any measures to be taken for the
protection of any retained tree from damage
before or during the course of the development.
In this condition, retained tree means an
existing tree that is to be retained in accordance
with the plan referred to in paragraph (a) above.
f)
Details of the service and foul and surface
water drainage layout, such that it will provide
for the long-term retention of the trees.
g) a scheme (hereinafter called the approved
protection scheme) which provides for the
retention and protection of trees, shrubs and
hedges growing on or adjacent to the site,
including trees which are the subject of a tree
preservation order currently in force
The development shall be carried out in accordance
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Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

with the approved details.
54) No trees or shrubs or hedges within the site which are
shown as being retained on the approved plans shall be
felled, uprooted, wilfully damaged or destroyed, cut back
in any way or removed without the prior written consent
of the Local Planning Authority; any trees, shrubs or
hedges removed without such consent, or which die or
become severely damaged or seriously diseased within 5
years from the completion of the development hereby
permitted shall be replaced with trees, shrubs or hedge
plants of similar size and species unless the Local
Planning Authority gives written consent to any variation.
55) No development or other operations shall commence onsite until a scheme (hereinafter called the approved
protection scheme) which provides for the retention and
protection of trees, shrubs and hedges growing on or
adjacent to the site, including trees which are the subject
of a tree preservation order currently in force, has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. No development or other operations
shall take place except in complete accordance with the
approved protection scheme.
56) No works approved within a development phase or subphase shall commence (including any tree felling, tree
pruning, and demolition work, soil moving, temporary
access construction and/or widening or any operations
involving the use of motorised vehicles or construction
machinery) until the tree protection measures required by
the approved protection scheme are in place within that
development phase or sub-phase. All tree felling and
pruning works shall be carried out in full accordance with
the approved specification and the requirements of

N

Y

Remove

N
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Combine with 53

CONDITION

British Standard 3998 (1989) recommendations for tree
work.
57) No excavations, storage of materials or machinery,
parking of vehicles, deposits or excavation of soil or
rubble, lighting of fires or disposal of liquids shall take
place within any area designated as being fenced off or
otherwise protected in the approved protection scheme.
58) Protective fencing around trees, shrubs and hedges
provided in accordance with the approved protection
scheme shall be retained intact for the full duration of
works within the relevant development phase, and shall
not be removed or repositioned without the prior written
approval of the Local Planning Authority.
59) All hard and soft landscape works within a development
phase shall be completed in full accordance with the
landscaping scheme for that phase as approved under
Condition 5, within the first planting season following
completion of the development phase, or in accordance
with a programme agreed in writing with the Local
Planning Authority. The landscaping scheme shall
provide for the following requirements:
a) All trees, shrubs and hedge plants supplied shall
comply with the requirements of British Standard
3969, specification for nursery stock. All pre-planting,
site preparation, planting and post – planting
maintenance works shall be carried out in
accordance with the requirements of British Standard
4428 (1989) code of practice for general landscape
operations (excluding hard surfacing).
b) All new tree planting shall be positioned in
accordance with the requirements of table 2 of
British Standard BS5837:1991 A guide for trees in
relation to construction (As amended 2005).

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

N

N

N
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CONDITION

c)

Amend
Y/N

SUGGESTED RE-WORDING OF CONDITON (change
highlighted)

NOTES

Any trees, shrubs or hedges planted in accordance
with this condition which are removed, die, become
severely damaged or become seriously diseased
within 5 years of planting shall be replaced within the
next planting season by trees, shrubs or hedging
plants of similar size and species to those originally
required to be planted.

New Condition:
No more than 500 of the dwellings hereby permitted shall be occupied until detailed proposals for the walking and cycling improvement works at
Chatsworth Avenue shown in principle on JMP drawing ST15119-02 have been submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The works
shall thereafter be constructed in accordance with the approved details. The works shall be completed prior to the 751st occupation at the site.
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From: MEDLIN, Jonathan [mailto:Jonathan.Medlin@gloucestershire.gov.uk]
Sent: 18 February 2016 11:29
To: Gardiner, Nick; Longmuir, John
Cc: PRATT, Moira; RICKARD, Mark; WELLS, Tony
Subject: RE: S.15/1498/VAR Hunts Grove/ Colethrop Farm [GLHN.2rr83]

Dear Nick and John,
RE: S.15/1498/VAR Hunts Grove/ Colethrop Farm
Thanks for meeting with myself and colleagues from Education Planning recently. As that meeting I
advised that I would respond to the letter from Tony Clements of GL Hearn (Dated 21 January 2016),
relating to the Land at Colethorp Farm, Hardwicke (Hunts Grove). This letter set out the views of GL
Hearn regarding primary and secondary school places in the area around the Hunts Grove
development.
Primary School Places:
Progress has been made with the applicant and agent on the securing of primary school facilities
within the development, which is welcomed. GCC has drawn attention to the need for the primary
school to be operational from September 2017. This requires completion during the preceding
school term for hand over and defect checking. In the event that temporary classroom provision is
required due to a failure to meet the required timescales, GCC will expect necessary costs to be
covered by the applicant.
Secondary School Provision:
I should like to respond to the views expressed regarding the contributions towards secondary
education which attempt to demonstrate that a reduced contribution is required.
Please be assured that our detailed calculations do take full account of the existing capacity at
Beaufort Academy. In fact, our calculations have to consider a much wider issue of an
unprecedented increase in the live births which began in 2007.
At that time, Gloucester experienced a sudden rise in births, increasing from 1476 in 2006 to 1700.
This mirrored a population explosion nationally. By 2012, the number had increased to 1903. The
impact of this growth was felt in our primary schools from 20011/12, when we began a program of
expansion across the city through which we have created hundreds of additional places.
Unsurprisingly, we have been challenged to report how we will manage the subsequent growth that
will be mirrored in our secondary schools. In planning ahead for this, we identified that any current
surplus capacity will be required when these cohorts move through to secondary school. Moreover,
we were clear that once all this surplus capacity was filled, we would still need to expand in future
years to accommodate existing pre-school and primary aged children when they reach secondary
age. We also noted that any future housing development would indeed further exacerbate this
need. We were absolutely clear then that any surplus capacity was ‘spoken for’ as it were.
Annual data sets from colleagues in health that summarised the actual population at post code level
showed that:
 In 2010, there were 1414 pre-school children in the Quedgeley area; by 2014, this had
increased to 1704.


In2010, there were 2076 children of primary school age in the Quedgeley area.; by 2014, this
had increased to 2541
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In 2010, there were 1431 children of secondary school age in the Quedgeley area; by 2014,
this had increased to 1494

Any children emerging from the Hunts Grove development, who have taken a place at a local
secondary school, have reduced the spare capacity that has been identified for existing children
coming through from primary schools. If no housing was built at all, we would still require every Year
7 place across the Gloucester Education Planning Area for applicants by 2018, with a likely shortfall
as well.
We have therefore sought a S106 contribution in response to every planning application that has
come before us in the Gloucester area, on the basis that the impact will be in addition to the issue
we are already planning for and therefore needs to be funded. The reality is that growth locally is
unprecedented and poses significant challenges. The 67 available places at Beaufort quoted on page
2 of the GL Hearn letter understates the reality. The October School Census data indicates that the
school had 1166 on roll, rather than the 1141 forecast. The Year 7 Intake across the two local schools
was 26 above the forecasted number.
We are working very closely with both Severn Vale and Beaufort Schools to assess the
accommodation needs of the schools if they are to expand. We have undertaken Net Capacity
assessments and commissioned and funded independent Curriculum Analyses to assist us in
identifying what additional accommodation will be required.
The GL Hearn letter makes reference to a development in Stonehouse. It also refers to the surplus
capacity at Maidenhill School which has been offset against the impact of this housing on secondary
education provision. There is a suggestion that this surplus should have been taken into
consideration in the case of the Hunts Grove development. Maidenhill School is some considerable
distance from Hunts Grove. This has previously been explained to the applicant and their agent. It is
certainly well over three miles that is referred to in the Education Act, and is such that the burden of
transport costs would fall to the County Council, should that be the nearest school where we could
offer a child a place. It is not therefore considered appropriate to consider within good school places
planning arrangements.
Conclusion:
GCC is aware of the viability and delivery constraints within the current scheme which has been
independently audited. Whilst the full contribution to expansion at secondary schools might not
presently be viable, it remains GCC’s contention that it is required, and compliant with CIL
Regulations tests, in order to expand the local secondary schools named above. Any reduction in a
contribution towards this expansion must be based wholly on the viability analysis of the scheme,
and is not due to the assertions contained within the GL Hearn letter of 21st January that there are
in fact surplus secondary school places, because there are not.
A reduced contribution which allows the scheme to progress should be regularly re-assessed and reappraised for enhanced viability. Where economic circumstances allow, appropriate overage
clauses will be required to ensure that further secondary school contributions are secured as the
scheme progresses, up to the full value required. Through this process, and because of the likely
substantial shortfall in financial contributions to secondary school places, any additional secondary
school contributions will need to be given precedence over and above other community
infrastructure or other planning obligations.
Finally, the Hunts Grove extension (~750 additional dwellings) which now forms part of the adopted
Stroud Local Plan will be assessed afresh as it progresses through the planning system. GCC will be
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pleased to be involved in early discussions both with the LPA and applicant. This will allow a
balanced and sustainable community with the necessary community infrastructure provided rather
than piecemeal consideration of separate developments.
Please let me know if you require anything further,

Jonathan Medlin
S106 Officer - Economic Development and Strategic Planning
Gloucestershire County Council
Shire Hall, Westgate Street, Gloucester
GL1 2TH
Tel: 01452 425013
Email: jonathan.medlin@gloucestershire.gov.uk
Go to www.gloucestershire.gov.uk to find information on any County Council service. It couldn't be
easier to find information instantly and in some cases apply for services on line.
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Our ref: 160212 J030282dw.jl
Your ref:
John Longmuir
Planning Department
Stroud District Council
Ebley Mill
Westward Road
Stroud
Gloucestershire
GL5 4UB
16 February 2016

Dear Mr Longmuir

Land at Colethrop Farm, Hardwicke (Hunts Grove)
App Ref S.15/1498/VAR
th

Further to our meeting on 8 February 2016, I write to provide detail of the S106 heads of terms and
proposed variation of conditions ahead of the preparation of your committee report for the above application.
Variation of Conditions
The conditions table appended hereto, sets out the proposed variation of conditions. This is an updated
nd
version of the table submitted on 22 December 2015, and provides our understanding of the agreed
position within regards to the proposed removal/variation of conditions with yourself and relevant consultees.
It was proposed originally that additional conditions would be added to the permission relating to public open
spaces, sports pitches and play areas. However, these matters will now be covered within the Stroud
District Council S106 agreement.
Through discussions with County Highways, it is now proposed to add a condition in relation to off-site
walking and cycling improvements at Chatsworth Avenue in lieu of a S106 obligation.
S106 Heads of Terms with Stroud DC
Those matters subject to a legal agreement with Stroud District Council are as follows:


Affordable housing



Public open space, playing fields and play areas



Allotments



Community Centre



Doctors surgery



Foodstore/local centre

Affordable housing
The amount and type of affordable housing to be provided on the Hunts Grove site has been subject to
independent assessment by the District Valuer, taking into account matters of scheme viability. Crest has
provided a detailed viability report which demonstrates that there are a number of factors that combine to
exert a significant adverse impact on scheme viability. Notable in this regard are:
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Site access infrastructure comprising the A38 signalised junction and Cross Keys roundabout
improvements (c.£7mn);
Procurement and provision of a new 2FE primary school, including early years accommodation
(c.£6mn);
and
Secondary education contributions for off-site improvements to schools of c.£4mn;




These costs, set against the predicted value of properties on the Hunts Grove site have lead the District
Valuer to conclude that the Hunts Grove scheme cannot currently support any more affordable housing (in
addition to the 75 affordable units already provided on Phase 1).
It has therefore been agreed in principle with Council officers that no affordable housing will be provided on
the next phase of development. However, as noted above, 75 affordable housing units have already been
provided on Phase 1, which equates to the provision of 10% affordable housing over Phases 1 and 2 (749
dwellings in total). It has been agreed that the S106 will include a review mechanism at 750 dwelling
occupations. This will require a full review of scheme viability at this stage and will take into account any
uplift in value that may occur as a result of completions on Phase 2 of the Hunts Grove development.
Management Company
It is proposed that a management company will be set up to incorporate all existing and future phases on
Hunts Grove. This will be responsible for long term management and stewardship of open spaces, sports
pitches allotments, and community centre. A separate document will be provided on the detail of the
management company arrangements. However, the key elements of the management company will be:


Grant of a lease of the open spaces, sport pitches, allotments, and community centre to the
management company,



Annual maintenance charge paid by residents,



£1.9m sinking fund held in trust account,



Yearly maintenance budget review with two stage drawdown of fees in advance,



Stakeholder group set up with management company to include developer; residents, primary
school and local centre,



Step in rights for Council.

Open Spaces
The S106 agreement will include the following obligations in relation to open spaces:


The developer to provide the public open spaces in substantial accordance with the Design and
Access Statement Addendum (May 2015), a specification to be submitted, and approved by the
LPA (per phase) and subject to a cost cap.



To complete the public open spaces prior to the occupation of the 1700 dwelling



The open space shall be maintained in accordance with a management scheme to be submitted
and approved



No items within the S106 will prevent the owner/developer and or the management company at
any point in the future transferring the open space to the Council or alternative body to manage
and maintain the open space. Any transfer shall be in accordance with the open space land
transfer and, where the transfer is to the Council, a commuted sum will be payable.

th

Phase 1 has been completed and is not covered by the proposed S106 Agreement. A separate deed of
variation to the existing S106 is proposed to facilitate management of the Phase 1 public open space by a
management company.
Sports Pitches
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The S106 agreement will include the following obligations in relation to sports pitches:


The developer to provide the sport pitches in substantial accordance with the Design and Access
Statement Addendum (May 2015), a sports pitch plan to be appended to the S106, and subject to
a cost cap.



To complete the sports pitches prior to the occupation of 1000 dwelling



The sports pitches shall be maintained in accordance with a management scheme to be
submitted and approved



No items within the S106 will prevent the owner/developer and or the management company at
any point in the future transferring the sports pitches to the Council or alternative body to manage
and maintain the sports pitches. Any transfer shall be in accordance with the sports pitches land
transfer and, where the transfer is to the Council, the payment of a commuted sum

th

Allotments
An area for allotment use will be made available by the landowner on a long leasehold basis as part of the
proposed s106 agreement. This will extend to 1.2ha. as shown on the masterplan. The heads of terms
relating to allotments will cover the following:


To provide and lay out the allotments in accordance with the allotment specification to be
appended to the S106 agreement and subject to a cost cap of £75,000



To complete the allotments prior to the occupation of 750 dwelling.



No items within the S106 will prevent the management company at any point in the future
transferring the allotments to the Parish Council or the Council.

th

Community Centre
The masterplan defines a site for a community centre building to serve the future residents of the overall
Hunts Grove development. This building will be brought forward as part of the detailed phase of development
in which the site is located. The obligations shall include:


The completion of the building by the occupation of 1000 dwellings on the site in accordance with
an agreed specification appended to the S106 agreement and subject to a cost cap. The building
will include changing accommodation for sports pitches.



The owner and or developer shall offer a lease to a management company, the parish council or
alternative body

Doctors surgery
The following provision will apply to the doctors’ surgery:


The surgery site will be marketed for a period of 10 years after the occupation of the 750
dwelling on the site.



An appropriate marketing strategy will be agreed with the local planning authority prior to
commencement of the marketing period.



If in the 10 year period a satisfactory offer is not forthcoming then an alternative offer for a nonhealth care use can be accepted subject to verification.



If in the 10 year marketing period no satisfactory offer is forthcoming then the land will revert to the
landowner.

th

Foodstore/local centre
The proposed foodstore site is shown on the masterplan. The following provisions will apply to the foodstore:


The site will be marketed for a period of 18 months after the occupation of the 750 th dwelling
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An appropriate marketing strategy will be agreed with the local planning authority prior to
commencement of the marketing period.



If in the 18 month marketing period a satisfactory offer is not received , the site can be considered
for an alternative use



At the end of this period the land will revert to the landowner.

S.106 Head of Terms with Gloucestershire County Council
As previously advised, a S106 is currently being drafted with the County Council, which will replace two
separate agreements which relate to the earlier consent addressing highways contributions and education
and libraries contributions
Those matters subject to a legal agreement with Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) are as follows:


Highways



Education – Primary



Education - Secondary

Highways
The original S106 for the Hunts Grove development has been reviewed in relation to the provisions of the
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations. The following obligations have been agreed with GCC and
are considered to meet the statutory tests:


Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;



Directly related to the development; and



Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.

The A38 Junction and works to Cross Keys Roundabout: Condition (39) relating to implementation
of the A38 junction will be removed and replaced with provisions in the S106 agreement requiring the
th
A38 Junction to be completed by the 750 occupation, with associated works to the Cross Keys
th
Roundabout completed by 900 occupation. (total cost c.£7mn)
Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs) – A contribution of £30,000 to fund the process of introduction of
three TROs in connection with the A38 access and the amendments to Haresfield Lane. These
comprise one order relating to changes to speed limits, one order relating to the reduction of permitted
vehicle weights, and one order relating to moving vehicle prohibition. The applicant is currently
considering whether the proposed figure is appropriate to cover the cost of works connected to this
outline planning permission.
Trigger: Prior to the opening of the main A38 access or the creation of a connection to Haresfield Lane
from the site (whichever occurs first).
Cole Avenue Improvement works – A contribution of £177,625 (figure still to be agreed with GCC) to
fund improvement works at Cole Avenue. These works are necessary to provide mitigation against the
impacts of vehicle trips generated by the Hunts Grove site.
st

Trigger: Prior to the 501 occupation at the site.
Gloucester South West Bypass Widening – A contribution of £125,000 toward the widening of the
Gloucester South West Bypass at Llanthony Priory. These works are necessary to provide mitigation
against the impacts of vehicle trips generated by the Hunts Grove site which are expected to use the
GSWB.
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Trigger: Prior to the 501 occupation at the site.
Sustainable Transport Contribution – A total contribution of £1,200,000 to provide new and extended
bus services to serve the Hunts Grove site. Of this contribution, £200,000 is to be used to provide new
and/or extended bus services to areas to the south and south-west of Gloucester, including Stroud and
Bristol. These contributions are necessary to ensure that residents of the development have access to
high quality public transport services. To be paid in instalments (to be agreed with GCC). The figure
includes contributions which have already been paid to GCC.
Travel Plan Contribution A contribution of £287,500 to fund the implementation and delivery of the
site-wide Travel Plan, in accordance with the measures and timetables set out in the submitted full draft
Travel Plan document dated 2/11/2015. The contribution is necessary to provide support and
encouragement to residents of the development in travelling by sustainable modes and therefore
reducing private vehicle trips.
Trigger: On first occupation of the next phase of development.
Bus Shelters Contribution: A contribution of £10,000 to provide improvements to the existing
northbound bus stop on the A38 adjacent to Quedgeley Business Park. The contribution is necessary to
support increased use of this bus stop by residents of the Hunts Grove development.
st

Trigger: Prior to the 751 occupation at the site, or the opening of the A38 access, whichever occurs
first.
Education – Primary
st

In our letter to you of 21 January 2016 we set out the current position in relation to education contributions.
With regards to primary school places, the existing S106 agreement attached to the outline permission for
Hunts Grove requires the developer to provide a 1.9ha site for a primary school. Contributions are payable
towards the provision of a 1.5 form entry primary school (with a 2 form entry core) with nursery facilities
either as part of the school or elsewhere on the site.
It is now proposed that the development will provide a 2 form entry school with early years’ provision on a
1.9ha site in lieu of the financial contributions. The proposed 2 form entry primary school will deliver
additional capacity, which is considered to be a significant benefit arising from the proposed changes to the
S106 and the scheme generally. The County Council supports this approach and agreement has been
reached regarding the design and fit out of the building and the site. The County has advised verbally
(meetings between GLH/CSP and GCC 03/08/15, 03/02/16) that it will require the school to be operational
from September 2017. This will require construction of the school to commence during the summer 2016.
Dialogue will continue between the parties regarding the precise wording of the S106 to achieve this end.
Education - Secondary
The existing S106 includes a secondary education contribution of £2,354,255. However, the County Council
has recalculated the education contribution for the S.73 application and are maintaining that the contribution
st
payable should be £3,887,376. Our letter to you of 21 January set out an alternative calculation of
secondary education contribution based on the County’s own methodology. This provided a contribution
figure of £2,496,480.
The County’s calculation, and indeed our own calculation using the County’s methodology, is a purely
academic assessment applying the pupil place multiplier to the number of spaces required. The County has
still not made it clear how this money will be spent to create the required capacity. We are also aware that
there is spare capacity in schools such as Maiden Hill and Gloucester Academy which have not been taken
into consideration in calculating the contribution payable.
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The viability assessment submitted to the District Valuer included the County’s requested contribution of
£3,887,376. Clearly therefore, if any reduction is made to the contribution payable to secondary education,
the savings could be re-apportioned to fund other contributions. If £2,496,480 was provided for secondary
education, this would leave an additional circa £1.39m available. Due to infrastructure costs and the delivery
of the 2 FE primary school in phase 2, these savings would not be sufficient to provide any affordable
housing in phase 2. However, these potential “savings” would be taken into account when viability to provide
th
affordable housing is reviewed prior to the 750 Occupation for phases 3 and 4 at Hunts Grove.
I trust the above provides a clear outline of the proposed S106 heads of terms and proposed variation to
conditions. If you have any questions regarding the above, or wish to discuss, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Yours sincerely

Dan Washington
Planning Associate Director
Daniel.washington@glhearn.com
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1. Executive summary
Crest Nicholson is developing a mixed-use community of approximately 1750 homes at
Hunts Grove, based upon Crest’s Garden Village principles. These principles include a
focus on lifestyle and legacy that will require long-term, high-quality management of
community assets. Hunts Grove will be designed to provide all the components of a
vibrant and cohesive community, including generous facilities for leisure, sport and play.
In accordance with the Garden Village principles, it is proposed that the green spaces
across the development should not be adopted by Stroud District Council, but will be
managed as assets for the community, providing a long-term basis for encouraging
communal activity and community spirit.
This document presents outline proposals for Crest and our managing agent partner
Preim to establish and manage the proposed green spaces and community infrastructure,
using a proven model that enables residents and other stakeholders (RSL’s, schools,
retail & commercial) to own and run these assets. We see this as a basis for agreement
about how our approach could provide tangible, enduring benefits for Stroud Borough
Council, any potential purchasers, and future stakeholders.
1.1. Principle of the Residents Management Company
This proposal is based upon establishing a Residents Management Company (RMC),
which will eventually own all of the private infrastructure and other communal assets.
We believe this is the best way to create an environment that will deliver a legacy that
follows Crest Nicholson’s Garden Village principles. The establishment of the RMC will be
based upon the following key elements:
 Crest Nicholson will pay a total sum of £1.9M into the RMC towards the future
maintenance of the communal infrastructure and other communal assets within the
Hunts Grove development.
 The sum £1.9M will be drawn down in tranches linked to the % of amenity assets
completed. The sum of monies drawn down will be deposited in a protected service
charge client account/ escrow account. The completion of the amenity assets
together with the money draw down will be monitored and ‘signed off’ by an
independent Chartered Surveyor.
 The client / escrow account will be administered by Preim as managing agent and will
comply with the RICS Code of Practice service charge, Residential Management Code
and the ARMA, ICAEW, ACCA & RICS joint guidance on accounting for service charges.
 The service charge payable by each member of the RMC will initially be £195.00 per
property per annum. It will be secured via a rent charge, and property owners will be
obliged to pay by direct debit.
 The owners of the existing 342 homes situated within Phase 1 of the Hunts Grove
development will become the first members of the RMC and new owners will become
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members as the build out proceeds. It is assumed that the existing phase 1 members
will begin to pay the annual service charge over a 12 month period.
 A reporting structure will be implemented to provide regular technical and financial
reports to Stroud Borough Council and other stakeholders as required.
 In the unlikely event of a breach of covenant by the RMC, Stroud Borough Council will
have the rights of entry to take possession and transfer the communal amenities on a
999 year lease from the RMC to Stroud Borough Council.
Key points about this model that we would like you to consider are highlighted in this
Executive Summary. The rest of the document then provides detailed information on the
way Crest Nicholson will work with its partner Preim and future members to set up and
manage the RMC and the services that will be delivered.
1.2 Ownership and management of the RMC
Crest Nicholson will initially hold an ‘A’ membership that gives sole voting rights, to
ensure the RMC runs smoothly for as long as we require an interest in the company.
Existing property owners living in the community of 342 homes built as part of Phase 1
will be allotted a ‘B’ share, and as each new property is sold these owners will also
receive a ‘B’ share. These shares represent each property owner’s interest in the RMC.
Crest Nicholson will control the company until we are ready to hand over ownership to
the RMC. At this point, we will resign our ‘A’ membership and the RMC will be entirely
owned by the ‘B’ shareholder property owners on the estate. You will find detailed
information about how we will manage our exit strategy, whenever it takes place, in
Section 2.2 of this document.
Meanwhile, our managing agent Preim will undertake the management and
administration of the RMC on Crest’s behalf.
Preim will implement a debt management system to invoice and collect a service charge
from existing properties in Phase 1 for the forthcoming year. The level of income that
could be generated for the RMC from these existing homes within the first year will be in
the order of £60K. New plot purchasers will be required to pay a full year’s service
charge (pro-rata) upon each property completion, helping to build funds quickly.
We believe that early stakeholder involvement is key to success, and through Preim we
will work proactively to engage with new members from the existing community, to
explain the principles and benefits of the RMC model, the proposed service charge
budget and the services that will be provided, and the obligations that each member
entered into when purchasing their home. This proactive approach will be underpinned
by introducing a ‘caretaker’ early in the process, to help maintain the green spaces
within the existing development.
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New plot purchasers will receive home marketing and sales packs, and Preim will help to
link the place-making, home building and selling process right through to a seamless
handover of completed estate assets into the RMC.
Residents will be encouraged to form a Steering Committee to act as the focal point for
communications with Crest Nicholson and Preim, to ensure that the estate is maintained
to the agreed standard and to help shape the legacy. You will find information about
how relationships with existing and new residents will be developed in section 2.4 of this
document.
Crest Nicholson will hand over each completed asset or phase to the RMC as early as
possible, so that residents can make a direct connection between the service charge
they pay and the service that they receive. However, handover will be dependent upon
the assets being fit for purpose and ready to be maintained, and on Crest no longer
requiring access. The RMC model has been designed so that the cash flows from the
service charge income will be sufficient to fund the administration and maintenance
costs of each communal asset, with the agreed draw down sums, as it is handed over,
without recourse to external funding.
Appendix B outlines Crest’s proposals for Stroud Borough Council to have step in rights
to take the communal amenities, from the RMC on a 999 year lease. The provision for
the step in rights will be incorporated within each property transfer and deed of
covenant.
1.2 Realising the Garden Village principle through the RMC
The idea of the Garden Village is a holistically planned new community where the design,
landscaping, open space and public realm are vital elements of the whole development.
Inspired by the original Garden Cities at Letchworth and Welwyn, and the ideals
established by Ebenezer Howard in the early 1900’s, the Garden Village is as relevant
today as it was a century ago. At its heart are well maintained, high-quality open spaces
and a strong community spirit.
The RMC model supports these principles in practice. Its assets will comprise public
open spaces, playing fields, all weather pitches, NEAPs, LEAPs and pocket parks,
strategic noise buffer, allotments, watercourses, attenuation ponds, wildlife pond, SUDs
and nature conservancy areas. Crest Nicholson believes that managing these assets
through an RMC, whose members include all future homeowners, schools, retail and
other commercial businesses who own property on the estate, provides the best
opportunity to deliver a legacy of which to be proud. We also believe that this will help
to create a sense of ‘belonging’ for everybody who lives on the Hunts Grove
development.
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The responsibilities of the RMC will be:







Regular maintenance of the communal amenity areas and infrastructure
Public Liability insurance cover
Buildings insurance for flats and maisonettes
Maintenance and repair of play areas
Provision of funds for communal amenity areas and infrastructure
Preparation and submission of annual accounts to Companies House.

As a Limited Company, the RMC must comply with the Companies Act and other legal
and regulatory guidelines, maintaining accounts in respect of income and expenditure,
audited each year. A Company Secretary will ensure that the formalities of the company
structure are correctly performed; this will include filing documents at Companies House,
maintaining share registers and calling Annual Meetings.
The RMC will set an annual budget, issue service charge invoices and collect monies. It
will fulfil its obligations to provide services by appointing contractors and ensuring they
are properly equipped and comply with Health & Safety regulations. Maintenance of the
communal amenity areas and infrastructure will be administered against agreed Key
Performance Indicators, specifications and levels of service included within the contract
between the RMC and Preim.
The Key Performance Indicators are as follows.
Area
Financial
Management

KPI
Measure
Unaddressed service
charge debt (i.e. those
who haven’t paid or who < 5%
haven’t made
arrangements to pay)

How Measured
Measure at year
financial end, % of
annual service
charge

Compliance

Statutory returns filed
by due dates

All

No penalties from
Companies House
etc.

Health & Safety

Pay outs on claims
against CIC’s public
liability insurance

None

12 month rolling
total

Estate Management
Plan in place

Compliant

Annual assessment

None

12 month rolling
total

<3

12 month rolling
total

Customer
Satisfaction (Estate
Services)
Customer
Satisfaction (Estate
Services)
Complaints (Estate
Works)

Complaints about
agent's provision of
estate services
Justified complaints
about provision of
estate works
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1.4 Making the most of green spaces: community wellbeing
Hunts Grove will provide generous green spaces that will define the character and
quality of the development, as well as the lifestyle of residents and the legacy for future
generations. If they are well maintained and presented, they will add value to the homes
on the development, creating a sought after mixed-use community where property at all
price levels is transacted easily and quickly.
Crest Nicholson and our partner Preim are passionate about helping communities to
manage green spaces and natural habitat, and have demonstrated on other
developments that they can be utilised as a way of engaging and connecting with a new
community. From excellent presentation of the green spaces to enabling local food
growing co-operatives or taking part in community walking activities, residents are in
control and able to make their own decisions about the service that they want.
As one example, we see allotments as a key building block in creating a sense of
community. Our partner Preim has significant experience here, for example in working
to develop membership-based food co-operatives. The aim is to build an edible
landscape where the community can grow their own fruit and vegetables, focusing on
exotic crops or those that are cheaper to grow than to buy, and reducing food miles by
growing locally. Members can decide what items of healthy, organic fruit and vegetables
they would like to grow, and between them determine who will grow what for that year.
Membership benefits include free seeds and compost, access to a gardeners’ resource
library, and social events. An on-site gardener trains and mentors members in organic
horticulture, nutrition and how to grow food in a sustainable and environmentally
friendly manner.
The ultimate goal is to develop a core team of residents to take on the management of
the food cooperative, reducing Preim’s involvement over time. Preim also helps the
group to identify and secure additional funding for such activities. Preim have
investigated further initiatives: from community shops selling on-site produce to beekeeping (based on a wild flower meadow), or even an on-site aquaponics ‘farm’
producing anything from fruit and vegetables to fish, chickens and eggs.
At Hunts Grove, Crest Nicholson and Preim will work to achieve a sense of community
and well-being and to deliver education initiatives, encouraging residents to get involved
in events and activities. We believe that partnerships like this can be very successful in
widening awareness of wildlife and its green spaces and getting people of all ages and
backgrounds involved.
1.5 Creating and maintaining the assets: scope of service
The services that will be provided are explained in detail in Section 3 of this document.
They comprise services in advance of land and plot sales and support to the RMC postcompletion, including community activities and estate works.
The approach to estate works will combine routine, proactive, reactive and emergency
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maintenance to ensure that the public realm, any other green spaces, play areas and
other communal assets are kept in great shape at all times. This will be done in the most
environmentally effective way - for example, incorporating grass cuttings into onsite
compost, or chipping coppiced wood for mulch. We would be working towards a ‘closed
loop’ system where wastes and resources are used totally by residents on the
development.
Beyond this day-to-day maintenance, Preim will work with the community to meet the
longer-term requirements and aspirations for managing the landscape and local ecology.
This will include maintaining the biodiversity value of retained trees and hedgerows, and
planting new street trees that benefit the ecosystem, in locations that create green
corridor connectivity.
Preim would look at registering newly created woodlands to the Woodland Carbon Code
scheme. This enables external companies to offset some of their carbon emissions
through the trees that are planted. Registration to the Code means that the woods are
responsibly and sustainably managed to national standards and that carbon purchasers
contribute to the management of woodlands. The financial assets provided through the
Carbon Code will be used towards site management and/or given in benefits to the RMC
to ‘pump prime’ community activities.
For the proposed community building the service charge model assumes that the
operating costs will be cost neutral. Currently provision has been made within the
annual service charge budget of £5K for reserves, £2.5K for insurance and £1K for utility
provisions. Whilst Preim will oversee and administer the community building’s
obligations related to insurance and Health and Safety, the objective is to develop a core
team of residents and members including the wider community prepared to volunteer
and take on the running of the building on a day to day basis.
The RMC model and the services that are provided offer total flexibility to incorporate
any potential communal asset within the defined development boundary - from electric
power points to community centres. In the longer term, there is great potential to
incorporate other infrastructure into the RMC, or to accommodate differing communal
and infrastructure asset responsibilities across the development. There is a real
opportunity to build a socially cohesive development where green spaces, renewable
energy and buildings are used to increase community awareness, engagement and social
interaction.
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1.6 Giving value for money: costs and management charges
The RMC funds its responsibilities by levying and collecting an annual service charge
from its members (shareholders). The service charge includes:




The costs of running the RMC (the RMC overhead)
The annual maintenance costs of the development
Provision of reserve funds to cover the future repair and replacement of
communal infrastructure

The proposed RMC service charge is £195 per property per annum, inclusive of VAT at
20%.
The service charge is estimated on the basis of the whole estate, i.e. on the assumption
that all properties (342 homes in Phase 1 plus new build of 1,408 homes) are
contributing, and all amenity areas and assets have been transferred to the RMC. This
currently excludes any leasehold, commercial, or retail areas.
Prior to this time, any underspend in service charge compared to the budget can be
credited back to the members if desired. Likewise, any over-expenditure can be
surcharged. However, while Crest Nicholson remains the initial RMC director, we will
instruct that any over or under expenditure is debited from or credited to the RMC’s
reserve fund account.
Preim’s management fees are included in the draft service charge budget. These
comprise a fixed element reflecting the RMC management, and a variable per-property
charge that reduces with the increasing number of property completions. PREIM do not
add any “markup” to the cost of works and services provided by third party suppliers or
contractors.
The residents company ‘model’, is regularly reviewed by the ‘Council of Mortgage
Lenders’. This ‘model’ is designed to ensure the long term stability and financial viability
of the RMC, and plays a large part in ensuring that the Council of Mortgage Lenders
continue to regard properties at such developments as ‘mortgageable’
The service charge is secured by an estate rentcharge on each property. This secures the
payment of a service charge by each member.
The robust assumptions used in developing the service charge budget are set out in the
financial model. The level of charge is based upon the projected build forecast of
between 8 and 10 unit completions per month.
The RMC financial model has been designed to ensure that the cash flows from the
service charge income will be sufficient to fund the administration and maintenance
costs of each communal asset without recourse to external funding.
Crest Nicholson will provide a sum of £ 1.9M to be held in a service charge client account
in the name of the RMC. This will be transferred to the RMC in line with the transfer of
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the amenity areas. The provision of this contribution by Crest is instead of including a
charge of £75 per property within the service charge as a contribution to the reserve
fund.
The service charges within the client account are held in trust for the members of the
RMC.

The service charge budget will be reviewed each year. As it is initially calculated on the
basis of the whole estate of 1750 homes, there is no reason to suggest that it would
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deviate much from RPI, unless there were significant changes in the law such as the rate
of VAT.
To ensure the flow of funds needed to shape and manage this community, it is essential
to bill customers correctly and collecting monies on time. Preim has invested
significantly in information technology, based on Qube property and facilities
management software, that will enable them to manage the assets efficiently and
transparently on behalf of the residents and other stakeholders. They will also utilise
their IT structure as the ‘iPad hub’ of the community, through a social network site
which will become a platform for providing additional services.
Residents will be able to log on to see how they manage their money, from the service
charge they pay to the actual cost of the services provided. They will also have access to
a whole range of data and information, from Company Accounts to Health and Safety
reports.
The service charge budget includes the provision of a full-time ‘caretaker team’
comprising 2 full time equivalent (FTE) operatives with all plant and materials. This not
only helps to keep the development in good order, but also provides the eyes and ears
of the community, working proactively to identify and rectify infrastructure,
environmental and social issues as they arise. The RMC also acts as a forum to engage
the community in future design and planning, and to manage expectations as the plan
evolves over the life of the development.
1.7 In summary
 The green spaces and other community assets will be managed in a way that creates
opportunities for healthy living and personal wellbeing, now and throughout the
lifetime of the Hunts Grove development. The RMC model, supported by proactive
management and modern technology, will create community engagement and pride
in the development.
 The proposed service charge for the development will be £195 per home per annum
and the early income generated from the existing 342 homes included within Phase 1
means that the service charge cash flow model is positive from day 1.
 It also means that the Hunts Grove development is able to procure a caretaker based
on the site full time, early in the development to help improve and maintain the
existing estate in great order.
 Crest Nicholson will place a total sum of £1.9M into a Service Charge client / escrow
account, which will be administered on behalf of the RMC by Preim. This sum will be
drawn down in tranches and monitored independently linked to the satisfactory
completion of amenity assets.
 Provision has been made for Stroud Borough Council to have step-in- rights to
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transfer the communal amenities, from the RMC to Stroud Borough Council on a 999
year lease in the unlikely event of a default by the RMC,
 Crest Nicholson wants to push the service boundaries – to develop a flexible,
transparent ‘whole life’ private asset model which helps create, engage and galvanise
a future community where people aspire to live, work and visit.
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